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INTRODUCTION
There are a number of space power system concepts competing for a rankle of
general and specific mission requirements. Selection of specific systems for
development and application requires consideration of missions, dates, reliability
requirements, technological status, cost of development, range of applicability
and a host of interrelated questions.
This report is intended to illuminate some of these areas, particularly as they
relate to solar Rankine systems.
The solar Rankine system offers unique advantages of simplicity and performance.
This conclusion is strengthened by recent data and analyses, relating both to
the mercury Rankine concept and competing concepts. Items of particular note ares
a) The results of our continuing successful turbo-alternator test.
b) Status of other major components of the Sunflower system.
c) The growth potential of the Sunflower design, especially as
made possible by alternator developments.
d) General areas of immediate and potential improvements in
performance and concept details.
C_CL_I_Ss
t tt I
Stated in broad terms, the conclusion of this report ares
I. There are no remaining areas of uncertainty regarding the feasibility of
solar mercury Rankine systems. This specifically includes mercury
compatibility, hydrogen containment, endurance capability and reliability
achievability.
2. The performance of the Sunflower system _s currently defined can be
significantly improved byl
Time and dollars
Review of detailed specifications
Increasing output pc_r.
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_l_J OF DEVELOPMENT P_QGRESS - CUREENT OBJECTIVES
Su_f!ewer Turbo-Alternator Development
This section deals with the developmental progress to date on the taroo-alternator
(designated CS$ for Combined Slmft Onit) and covers the following topics:
le
f
2.
3.
b.
Brief discussion of test resalts and analysis of the first
Sunflower CSU (CSU I-l).
CSU redesign based o_ test results and analyses.
A brief resume of CSJ I-3 testing over the first IOOO hours.
An overall performance evaluatiem of CSU I-3.
CSU I-I Test Results and Analysis
The CSU I-I assembly was completed and the unit placed on test November 22, 1961.
The test was very short in duration (about l½ hours) but also very illuminating
relative to the first design. O_ first start the u_it accelerated to 25,000 rpm
quite freely, but subsequently appeared to be erratic in both speed and power
suggesting liquid drag on the shaft. This cc_dt_on prevailed throughout the test.
The speed was ultimately increased to hO,OOO rpm, but alarming variations in power
c_nbined with apparent increases in bearing clearances (from flow pressure data)
_uggested an impending failure. Therefore 9 the CSJ was shut down to allow examin-
atio?_ of data and hardware. Post test bearing calibrations verified that bearing
wear had taken place and the CSU was therefore removed from the test rig for
disassembly and inspection.
Inspection revealed extensive wear o_ the alternator Journal and thrust bearings
and light wear on the turbine Journal. _xami.ation of the bearing drain lines
showed severe flew restrictions at several of the butt welds.
Data and performance analysis conclusions were as follows:
. Bearing wear resulted from (I) excessive shaft loads and (2) red_ced
load capacity of the bearings.
I. Excessive shaft loads were caused by:
a) The presence of liquid Hg around the shaft due to restricted
drain li_es plus possibility of condensation in the alternator
rotor gap.
b) A large magnetic rotating load d_ to rotor magnetic imbalance.
c) A pressurized turbine bearing drain collector (causin_ excessive
thrust) due to vaporization of lube drain fluid which was
restricted frc_ draining.
2. Reduced load capacity:
a) The alternator Journal bearing showed evidence during test
of either thermal i_cre_ses in clearance or labe bypass
between the housing and bushing prior to _he wear
i_dications. Both situatio-s would have weakenedthe
bearing capacity.
b) The thrust bearing wear patter_ indicated misalig_ment which
resulted from an eccentric loading from its retai_ing device,
thereby reducing its capacity.
CSJRedesign
The CSJredesig_ was aimed at control of package thermal distributions to maintain
proper beari,g clearances and aligmments and to prevent co_densatio_ in vapor
spaces around the rotor. P_design was also directed to reduce the magnetic
unbalance by i_proved quality control, elimination of flow passage restrictio, s
a_d better mechanical support of the bearings.
A thermal stress c_puter a_alysis was conducted o_ the bearings a_d supports.
The results were used to specify the assembly fits a_d clearances required to
i_sure proper a_d safe operating fits and clearances. Thermal a_alysis of the
alternator was conducted to predict coolant tmmperatures required for proper rotor
gap conditions. These analyses and t_ results of the first test were used to
redesign the next available unit (CSUI-3). Each step of the redesign was a logical
attack o_ specific problems evidenced from the first test but within the framework
of fhe original co_ceot a_d hardware. A layout of the original concept is show-
as Figure 1 • The changes i_volved are listed below:
. The turbine i_let was co_verted +o a 360 ° col_ctor scroll to afford
better thermal a_d mecha_ica_ _nnmetry relative to the turbine bearing
alignment.
. t_visions were made in the alternator bearin F support housing to
provide better thermal seoara_io_ from the alter_a+or housing and
better thermal s_d mechanical symJnetry rel_tive to journal besri_g
sli_ment. Bearing feed and draJ_ bosses were slit away from flanges
a_d s supramics washer i_serted between fla-ges _or thermal seoaratio_.
3. The thrust bearing retai_er axial loadi_g was reduced a-d made
s>nmmetrical _, modificatio, of associated static seals.
4_ The alternator journal bearing bcshi_g fit was increased slightly to
provide a better lube sea! s_d the cold bearing d_ametral clearance
was reduced from .OO18 in. to .OO105 i_. in accordance with computer
thermal a_alysis. The target for operating clearance was .OOlh -
.OC15 inches.
A_ e_acuated heat shiel_ was placed arou.d the alternator bearing
support housing to help control bearing clearance and seali.g of the
lube supply, a_d to prevent accu_ulatio_ of condersate in the alternator
rotor cavity.
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6. The thrust bearing lube supply annulus was placed in the housing
rather tha_ the bearing O.D. to provide a better lube seal.
o Axial thermal talCe-up provisions of the shaft were provided by
i,corpora+_tng bel!eville springs under the turbine lock nut, a-_
the thrust spacer material was changed. These modifications were
made to improve shaft integrity a_d balance.
8. Ouality control o_ magnetic rotor imbalance resulted i_ a shaft
_nbala_ce ef 2-h ibs. for CSU 1-3 compared to 16.5 lbs. for C_J I-I.
o The turbi.e journal sleeve support la_ds were eliminated and the
sleeve was placed i_ full co_tact with the shaft to improve mechanical
supoort a_d thermal i-flue_ces o. cleara.ce.
IO. The turbine journal bushing fit was _creased slj_ht!y in the support,
a_d cold bearing clearance was reduced from .O01_. !_. to .OO135 i-. i-
accordance with computer thermal a-alysis. The target cleara,ce was
.OO11 i_. t c .OO16 i_. so that the assemb]_y clearance was a comoromise
Jepe_di_E o_ whether or not seal vapor e_tered *he dralr cavity.
I!. Turbi-e seal and heat shield diametral clearances were reduced along
with beari_ clearances to improve turbine performa-ce a_d reduce
temperature effects on the turbine bearing.
12. X-ray quality control was applied to all tubiog welds to avoid weld
Fe_etratio_s it,to the flow passages.
13. The cavity between altermator stator a.d housinF was sealed at one end
with a belleville washer and at the other with a close cleara.ce fit
which decreases ,aurir,g operaticm from thermal expa_slon. Sealing this
_ap provides three functions:
a) keeps liquid Hg out of the roT,or cavity a_d vapor HE
out of the stator gap_
b) affords symmetrical heat trawsfer of alte_ator loss heat
to the coolant,
c) affords better circumferential temperature distrlbutio_
a_d co_seque-tly better bearing ali_Tme_ts.
A second alter-at-r garter sp___g support was added to eliminate
resonant vibratlo_s which could effect %he alternator beari_g or
possibly crack the _lass bore seal.
The alter-ator housing a_d bearing support flanges were electro_ beam
welded rather than Heliarc to preclude weld distortlo_s and stresses
a_d afford better beari_ _ a!_g_me-*.
The llst of cha_ges sounds exte-s_ve, but i_ reality consists of atte_tio_ to
details based o_ a better k_owledge of the u_it from res_l_s of its first test°
The basic co_ce_t is u_cha-ged, _o _ew castings were i_volved awd, in fact, _early
every, cha_ge was applied to semi-finished hardware existing from the previous
de slg_.
CSUI-3 Test Results
The CSUI-3 u_it was built to the original design concept, but with the revlsio_s
just noted. The completed assembly had only two sign ificart print deviationst
I. The journal bearing bushings were located radially out of position.
This deviation was considered inconsequential.
2. The second stage labyrinth seal clearance was .OO1inch large radially,
because dimensions were completed prior to fi._al redesign.
Although turbine nozzle details were completed to print, a cold gas nozzle test
revealed that the first stage nozzle throat area was 5%small and the third stage
nozzle throat area 17%large. These deviations were accepted for economical
and schedule reasons as well as for verification of the -ozzle gas tests prior to
modif_ing prirt dime-siors. CSJI-3 was installed in the test rig and placed o_
test May 23, 1962. Before the start the check off went very well except that the
drains were again restricted as indicated by additional instrumentation which
was installed after the CSJ I-I test. It was then determined that a head control
valve in the test rig drain manifold line was provlding the restriction. In all
probability this was the major reason for having to shut down CSU I-l. The valve
was cut out, the checkoff ccmoleted and the unit was started. A graphical summary
of pertinent operational parameters is shown in Figure 2. The start was extremely
smooth. Peter and speed during _he start were exceptionally easy tn control and
there were no indications of liquid drag in the unit. The start procedure was
terninsted at ?C,OOO rpm a_d speed was put on _utomatlc c_trO1 where it is
possible *o see even very minute variations i- consumed power from the turb_-e.
Such variations w uld show up o_ the control load current trace on the oscillo-
graoh, but were completely absent as contrasted to the C_J I-i test. Dwell at
20,000 rpm _as 2_ hours d_ring which time bearing, turbine, and aiternator per-
forms-ce was observed and found to be excellent.
From 20,000 tom the unit speed was increased in 5000 rpm incre_e_ts to hO,OOO rpm,
the desi_ speed, within about eight hours. During this time, the bearings,
pump, turbine and alternator continued to perform quite predictably a-d well
within expected ranges of operation. After shoat one hour operation at 40,000 rpm,
the speed was reduced to 35,000 rpm and the first 500 hour run initiated. The
speed was reduced because current analyses at the time of start had indicated
possible excessive rotor retaining sleeve temperature at desig_ speed in terms of
creep strength. However, subsequent analyses have failed to verify the situation
and, therefore, after 500 hours running the speed was again increased to 40,OOO rpm
where it is at the time of this writing lhOO hours from start.
One of the mo_t gratifyi-g aspects of this test is the characteristics of the
bearin_,s. They have rot only exhibited extremely steady performance, but also have
verified the fhermal s%ress computer analysis which now provides greater flexibility
in bearing application. In the case of the turbine bearing, the clearance closed
from the assembly value of .00135 in. to .OO11 in. which is desireable since it
_m/ggests that seal vapor is not entering fhe bearing drain cavity. Also, this
bearin_ is operating very close to optimum clearance for the flow pressure charac-
terlstics available from the power conversio_ _vstem and at t/_is co_ditlon has
shown rock steady performance. The alternator bearing performance, on the other
hand, has been co_fused with ]J/be heater problems in the test rig where a supple-
me_tary heater had to be added in the vicinity of the flo_meter. Note from the
time plot that the alternator bearing clearance settled out at .0015 clearance
(compared to e,ticipated of .OO1/4 to .OO15 in.) after stable operation was started
at 35,000 rpm. It is suspected that this bearing may yet be .0015 in. although
flow pressure reletio_ships i-dicate .0017 in. The significant factor, however,
is the very steady performance of this bearing since it stopped its apparent
clearance growth.
The thrust bearing performance is somewhat more difficult to evaluate since its
_ressure flow characteristic changes with both clearance and thrust load. However,
its trend is in the directic_ expected, and performance has actually progressed
into the predicted range, see Figure 3, and became stable at about 700 hours or
shortly after the last series of power increases. The thrust bear_n_ clearance
has been evaluated during the run and appears .0002 inches larger than at assembly
which is also the charge predicted from d_ffere_tisl thermal expansion.
The CSU pump initially deno_strated performance in excess of its design specif'-
cation, delivering a useful fl_ of 41 ppm at 510 ps_a with a suction head of
5.5 psia. Thi_ c_pares with its design speclficatio_ of 35 ppm, _50 psla a_d
h.75 psis suctio_ head. A pump calibration was made during fhe run and initially
appear_dto demonstrate the flat head vs. flow characteristics typical of sub-
component testing. However, during the cslibratlon effort a foreign particle
(perhaps a metal chip) apparently lodged in the Jet boost nozzle and o_fset the
calibration to the more familiar sloping performance curve of an unboosted centri-
fugal pump. Since that time, hcuever, the modified pump performance has not
deteriorated or changed over a period in excess of 900 hours at 40,O00 rpm or a
total ru_ni_g time in excess of I_O0 hours.
The alternator was magnetised during assembly to produce II0 volts per phase
during test and actually produced 108 to 109 volts at _0,OOO rpm. The alternator
has short circuit and spike current change protection in the form of series capaci-
tors in the output line. Short circuits or spike changes can demagnetize an
unprotected rotor causing loss of power and even overspeed damage. The capacitors
have already demonstrated their function on several occasions. In one instance,
a wattmeter coil shorted, placing a short on the CSJ alternator, but only demag-
netized the unit about 5 volts. Because the protection was there it was possible
to wire in a second "_attmeter a_d cut out the first one with a loss of only an
sddit_ o_al i volt - a procedure which would result in disaster with an unprotected
alternator. In a third instance during a manual electrical check, a short was
inadvertently placed c_ the alte_ator with a subsequent loss of about .5 volts
indicating virtual short circuit stability at about 102 volts for a total loss of
about 6-7 volts. Relative power during all of th_se situations remained unchanged
s_nce curre-t increases compensated the voltage losses.
It should not be overlooked that the first breadboard speed control has been
em_loyed to control the load of the CSU a_d this comoone_t has also performed
_ithout deterioration for the duration of the test.
CSU 1-3-1 Performance Evaluation
A performance evaluatio_ of CSS I-3 is shown on Figure _. Note the design operat-
ing conditions. A statistical average of reduced data at design inlet and
ex_haust co_dltic_s and speed shows _ measured power of 2925 watts being delivereu_
6
from the alternator. This is less than the desig_ value of 3500 watts, but is
accounted for as follows:
The alternator power at co_sta_t speed may be defined by the f_llowi_g equation:
Pa
)(--_"- " W(HI - H2) _(t - PC
Where Pa " alternator output power
W - Hg vapor welght flow
H I - H2 = ise_tropic enthalpy drop
)_t. = turbine efficiency
Pc = bearing, pump a_d seal power
a = alternator efficiency - ._7
T}_ effect of a 5% undersized first sta_e rozzle (noted earlier) is to reduce vapor
flow to the turbine at desi_ nozzle pressure, or W . 13.0 ppm, instead of design
of 13.7 ppm. The meam/red output power may b, co_sldered proportional to flow
since _a and P_ will stay co_sta,t a_d_t nay be assumed co-starer for the small
flow cha_e, l_erefore, correcting forffhe first stage i_fluence
P = 2925 x 13.___/7. 3082 watts
a 13.0
Furthermore, the effect of 17% excess -ozzle throat area i- the third sta_e results
i- a turbl-e efficie-cy loss equlvale_t to 200 watts shaft power at 13.7 p;:,m. At
67% alternator efficiency this amounts to 200 x .87 - 174 watts alternator output.
Addimg the third stage correctlon:
Pa " 3082 + 174 = 3256 watts.
The remaining differerce of (3500 - 3256) = 2hh watts is assignable to a_y one or
more of the followi_g listed items a_d remains to be determined from further testing
and a,_alysis.
a) Turbine output power
b) Bearing power
c) Seal power
d) _dmp power
e) Alternator efficiency
f) Instrumentation errors.
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SNAP 1 and SPUD Results
The SNAP I and SPUD programs have provided substantial experimental evidence
of the applicability of the mercury Rankine cycle to the solar space power
system requirement. Major highlights of accomplishments under these programs
include the following: l) component concepts were established, 2) component
and system performance capabilities were demonstrated, 3) an endurance run
of 2500 hours was successfully completed, and 4) a complete hermetically
sealed and automatically controlled mercury Rankine system was arranged for
ballistic flight and was launched in an Atlas scientific passenger pod.
In addition to these results, zero gravity tests under the OFFBACE program
have provided preliminary indications of the capability of the mercury Rankine
system for stable heat transfer and hydronamics durir_ operation in space.
The purpose of the present discussion is to present a summary of these results
and to show how they support the SUNFLOWER program. A further purpose is also
to show how the the turboalternator unit, developed under the SNAP 1 and SPUD
programs, can be profitably applied for application to the low power range of
solar space power systems.
The SNAP 1 program, and related activities, have been under way at TRW since
early in 1956. This program originally established several major facts which
provide the basis of mercury Rankine power system technology. These are as
follows:
I) Mercury can be successfully used as a bearing lubricant - eliminating
system contamination, due to the presence of other lubricants, and
also eliminating rubbing seals.
2) Sufficiently high efficiencies can be obtained on small impulse tur-
bines to make the performance of the Rankine system attractive - the
SNAP 1 turbine achieved an efficiency of 46% at its design point, and
an efficiency of 48% at its optimum speed.
3) The mercury boiler feed pumps can operate at nigh efficiency at the
small flow required and, in combination with a Jet inducer, can
operate at the low net positive suction hea_ required.
4) The alternator can achieve the required efficiency and can operate
in a mercury vapor environment.
5) The boiler and condenser can achieve the required heat transfer
coefficients and can be designed to provide stable flow under
normal gravity or zero gravity conditions.
6) The turboalternators may be stably and accurately controlled -
by use of a frequency sensing device operating in conjunction
with a parasitic load and a variable boiler flow regulator.
7) Materials can be found which are not subject to serious mercury
corrosion and mass transfer.
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In addition to these factors, the SNAP I system was shown to be capable of
producing an overall thermal to electrical conversion efficiency of 10% at
only a 500 watt power level. The turboalternator unit, as designed under the
SNAP I program and as further developed under the Air Force SPUD program is
shown in Figure 5. It will be noted that this unit employs the mercury lubri-
cated hydrosphere bearings. These bearings k_ve shown themselves to be capable
of very accurate shaft positioning and stable high speed operation. They have
also shown good load-carrying capability, and low power consumption since an
extra thrust bearing is not required.
2500 Hour Test
A further demonstration provided, by combined support of the AEC SNAP i and
the Air Force SPUD programs, was the capability of the mercury Ranklne system
for long endurance operation. The SPUD turboalternator unit, previously shown,
was operated for a period of 2509 hours, with the test being discontinued by
a planned shutdown initiated at the request of the Air Force. The power con-
version system _hich was used in this test, included a space type boiler,
operated at temperatures of over 15OOeF and delivering su.perheated vapor to
the turbine at the desisn temperature of 130C_F. The s_em also included a
multiple tube condenser and subcooler, a boiler flow regulator, and other
auxiliaries required for a space power conversion system. During the entire
operating period, the alternator delivered its rated power, of approximately
300 watts, to a load bank. This test was continuous, on a 24 hour per day
basis, except for two brief shutdowns that occurred, due to test rig operating
problems and not due to any failure of the power conversion system. This test
was accomplished as a limited funding, endurance feasibility, demonstration
and was therefore, conducted with available hardware, which had been previously
extensively operated in performance and preliminary endurance testing. The
system was constructed of readily available materials (primarily 316 series
and precipitation hardening stainless steel) and, therefore, did not incorporate
the advanced material compatibility research results, which are later described.
Even with these limitations, however, the endurance demonstration was readily
and successfully accomplished so that a substantial amount of funding, allocated
by the Air Force for the test, was still available to begin work on a ballistic
zero gravity test which is later described.
A sugary of system and component performance and inspection results obtained
from this endurance test will now be given.
Turbine
Turbine performance was excellent throughout the test with no efficiency deter-
ioration being noted. Upon disassembly, the turbine was found to be in good
condition with only microscopic erosion detectable on the third stage rotor
blades and a deposit of approximately .O01 inch in the first stage nozzle throat.
Alternator
No notable change occurred in the mechanical integrity or electrical performance
of the alternator. This result was obtained in spite of the fact that the
13
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alternator bore seal was somewhat defective at the beginnin_ of the test,
allowing air to leak into the system. The alternator showed applicability
of the basic principles and materials for operation in mercury vapor for over
one year. Improved bore seals, subsequently developed, have superior compati-
bility and also eliminate air leakage.
Bearings
The bearing condition was as good at the end of the test as it had been at the
beglnning_, with neit_er ampreciable wear or contamination being indicated. A
very slight deposit evidently occurred during the first lOOO hours, but during
the last 1500 hours no appreciable change occurred in bearing pressures or flow
rates. The bearing operation was stable and dependable throughout the entire
test.
Pump
A decllnin_ pump outlet pressure was noted early in the test. During_ the last
1OO0 hours of operation, however, the pump outlet pressure only decreased from
250 to approximately 230 psia. The pump was slightly eroded at the end of the
test and a contamination deposit was evident, which was evidently responsible
for the output pressure decline. This reduction in pump performance was con-
cluded, however, to be due to excessive air entrainment in the mercury, result-
ing from leakage through the alternator bore seal.
Boiler
The boiler coils were found to be in very good condition at the end of the
test with only slight distortion due to the fact that the superheater section
had been operated during the test at a temperature of almost 16OOeF. The
maximum boiler corrosion noted was localized pitting, at the boilin_ interface
to a depth of .002 to .006 inches. T_s plttin4_ at the interface was attrib-
uted to agitation of the liquid interface and would suggest the importance of
constructing the boiler preheater section of a material which is more resistant
to corrosion and erosion than 316 stainless. It is also_hought that the major-
ity of this pittin_ occurred during the early llfe of the boiler, particularly
during the h8 hour mercury preconditioning exposure to which the system was
subjected.
Condenser Subcooler
The condenser and subcooler were suprisin_ly free from corrosion and contami-
nation. These surfaces were as shiny and clean at the end of the test as they
were at the start. Maximum corrosion depth detected was .OO1 inches.
Filters, Ejector Pump and Boiler Flow Regulator
Performance of all of these components was good. No substantial erosion or
deposits were noted. The only performance deficiencies noted were as follow:
I) The filters experienced high pressure drop which is thought to be a
wetting phenomenon.
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2) The ejector pump performance was somewhat erratic, due to excessive
air entrainment.
System Corrosion and Mass Transfer
The only appreciable corrosion noted was the .006 inches pittin2 at the boiler
liquid interface. Only several grams of contaminant were removed from the system,
primarily from the subcooler and from the pump impeller.
In general, this endurance test showed that the mercury Rankine system is capable
of lon_ endurance operation, even if it is constructed from readily available
materials. The operating life, of nearly four months, demonstrated, was sub-
stantially in excess of 60 day life originally specified for SNAP 1 and, in fact,
indicated that a one year operating period should be readily attainable, with a
hermetically sealed system.
Ballistic Program
Following successful completion of this endurance run, the Air Force sponsored
the SPUD Ballistic program. This program was intended to show applicability
of Rankine power system technology to use in space by designing, fabricating,
and testin_ a complete hermetically sealed, automatically controlled, power
system for lauaching in a pod attached to the Atlas missile. A further major
purpose of this experiment was to obtain data on operation of this system far
20 to 30 minutes in zero gravity, during the ballistic free fall period of
the Atlas flight.
Before describing this experiment and its results, however, it is worthwhile
to mention the more limited zero gravity results which were obtained under the
OFFBACE program sponsored by the AEC and conducted by T_g. The OFFBACE experi-
ments were conducted in the Air Force C 131B and the KC 135 zero gravity flight
laboratories. They included tests on condenser operation with a non-circulatlng
loop and with a complete loop. The complete loop included a space type mercury
boiler, an orifice simulating a turbine nozmle, a multiple tube condenser, and
a motor driven, jet primed, centrifugal pump. These tests showed that the heat
transfer and fluid dynamics of the Rankine cycle are not substantially effected
durin_ operation for periods up to 31 seconds, in zero gravity. The boiler,
condenser, and pump for these OFFBACE experiments were all essentially the
same as the components which had been designed for use in the SNAP 1 and SPUD
systems.
The SPUD power system was, therefore, redesigned for installation in an Atlas
scientific passenger pod, as shown in Figure 6. In this system, the SPUD
turboalternator was designed to circulate mercury through the space type boiler,
with the mercury vapor then driving the turbine and discharging into a tapered,
multiple tube, condenser radiator, which was incorporated into the surface of
the pod. This system was hermetically sealed and was automatically controlled
by a frequency sensing, parasitic load, cont_@l which worked in conjunction
with an adjustable flow boiler flow regulator. The thermal energy for operation
of the boiler during a 30 minute flight period was supplied by a storage battery.
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Extensive pressure, temperature, flow rate, speed and power instrumentation
was provided with the output from the transducers transmitted via a 6 channel,
commutated, telemetry set.
Durin_ the development and test program, which preceeded the launch of this
system, numerous important features were shown concerning the operational
feasibility of the mercury Rankine system. These results are partially
summarized as follows:
l)
2)
Stable, dependable operation was achieved on the complete power system
at rated output.
Excellent performance was achieved on the centrifugal pump. Full rated
output pressure was achieved at pump inlet pressures of only i palm,
and no output pressure deterioration was noted in over 80 hours of
accumulated operating time. This result confirms that the pump con-
tamination and erosion noted during the endurance test was, indeed,
primarily due to air entrainment and will not occur with a hermetically
sealed system.
3) Reliable and dependable multiple start and stop operation of the system
was demonstrated.
4) Operating capability of the combined rotating unit at vibration levels
of 5 g's were demonstrated and the structural integrity of the complete
system was demonstrated at vibration levels of 3.5 g's.
5) The automatic control system showed capability of malmtaining a con-
stant frequency within _ 2 cps at the rated frequency of 2000 cps.
The adjustable boiler flow regulator was shown to be capable of con-
trolling turboalternator power output over a broad range.
6) The power system was shown to be capable of meeting Mil Spec radio
noise limits.
This power system was delivered to Cape Canaveral on schedule and successfully
passed its preflight qualification test with less difficulty than was exper-
ienced by numerous "standard" components such as programmers, telemetry sets,
and relays. The system was, therefore, installed on the Atlas 6F missile and
was successfully started and launched on December 20, 1961, as shown in
Figure 7.
The startup and stabilization sequence of the power system was accomplished
with no delay, whatsoever, in the Atlas countdown sequence. The system was
in a "Go" condition at launch with the only deficiency noted being a high
pressure drop across a bearing inlet filter. This high pressure drop (thought
to be attributable to a wetting phenomenon) resulted in a very low supply
pressure to the hydrosphere bearings.
Durlnm the early launch period, the telemetered data indicated that the power
system maintained constant frequency within less than I% of the rated frequency
and all other components operated exactly as anticipated. This smooth operation
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was maintained in spite of a vibration, measured at over 10 g's, which began
30 seconds after liftoff and persisted until nearly 2 minutes after liftoff,
at which time the Atlas attitude control system failed due to malfunction of
a hydraulic system. Ourir_ this period, the Atlas experienced violent attitude
oscillations and it went completely out of control at the time of staging.
During this period, the turboalternator appears to have undergone a severe
speed oscillation. At about 4 minutes after liftoff, when the last readable
telemetry signal was received, however, it appears to have been still rotating.
In spite of the fact that no zero gravity data was obtained, this test resulted
in a very impressive demonstration of the operational capabilities of the
mercury Rankine system during ground operation and during an extremely severe
launch environment. The only system performance deficiency noted was the high
filter pressure drop which developed. It should be noted that this deficiency
can be readily corrected by utilizing a different type of filter which has been
tested under the SNAP 2 and SUNFLOWER programs.
In conclusion, it may be stated that the SNAP 1 and SPUD programs have provided
a substantially conelusive demonstration of the performance, endurance, and
environmental capabilities of the mercury Rankine power systems. An additional
ballistic flight of the SPUD unit is now being negotiated which will provide a
second opportunity for obtainin_ long duration zero gravity operating data.
The OFFBACE experiments have already shown capability for zero gravity operation
for limited duration. In addition to providing this general guidance, the SPUD
power system provides an excellent potential for an operational solar power
system in the low power range. Over $7,000,000 have been expended in the devel-
opmemt of this equipment and, due to its hi_l efficiency, this conversion unit
has excellent performance in the 15OO watt to 3 kilowatt power range. The 3
kilowatt power output capability can readily be provided by substituting an
advanced TRW brushless alternator for the permanent magnet alternator as shown
in Figure 8. The 3 kilowatt alternator can be installed with the same bearing
span as present SPUD units and provides a stiffer, lighter weight, rotor assembly.
Ferforms_nce of both a 15OO watt and a 3 kilowatt conversion unit in a SUNFLOWER
type, solar space power system, is discussed later in this report.
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Mercury So_atibi IIty
Materials Test Data
The mercury corrosion effort at Thompson Ramo Wooidridge is supported by SNAP 2.
This program is being conducted for At_nics International who holds the prime AEC
contract.
Mercury corrosion is a consequence of the fact that most metals have at least a
slight solubility in mercury. The solubility increases exponentially with temper-
ature. Thermal gradient mass transfer occurs in any power conversion system elnee
temperature gradients exist. In other words, dissolution takes place in the higher
temperature sections and fouling usually results in lower temperature regions.
Fouling is caused by precipitation or deposition of mass transported corrosion
products which Bay occur in orifices, nozzles and othe_critical areas. Erosion
may also result from corrosion product transfer. Thus two undesirable effects are
t_ place, (i) wall penetration and (2) mass transport of corrosion prc_bActs.
The latter is thought to be most detrimental to system life.
Some of the essentials studied werel material resistance to corrosion, time-to, st-
ature parameters, and corrosion product removal. Comparison of corrosion results
obtained were made with other investigations and found to be favorable.
The testing methods employed include the bent reflux tube (BRT), Figure 9. The
tube is fabricated from Pyrex or Vycor (for testing over IO00"F) shaped as an
inverted "L" with a dam at the bend. A sample abraided through 2/0 metallographlc
paper is placed in the condenser. The tube, samples and mercury are evacuated to
less than imm of Hg and sealed. The tube is then placed partially into a holder
in a furnace which is heated only at the bott_na. Consequently, a thermal gra_ent
exists which results in distillation of mercury from the boiler and condensation in
the condenser. The specimen which is immersed in a pool of liquid is thus exposed
to fresh mercury continuously since the pool of mercury fills and eapties perlodl-
cally, returning some of the mercury and corrosion products back into the boiler.
Flow rate is about 1/2 lb. of Hg per hour. Advantages are that both weight lees
and penetration information may be obtained, additives, time-tezperature effects,
stress and bimetallic effects may be studied. Disadvantages are that mass transfer
and temperature gradient effects are not amenable to study. Therefore, in order
to study effects of mass transfer and therm_l gradients the loop tests, Figure I0,
are used. They are also used to corroborate screening test results. These results
are important because the test loop system more closely approaches the character-
istics of the power conversion system. Loop tests have generally corroborated
BRT material classifications. Loops are fabricated from 1/2" O.D. tubing 76 in.
high x I_-i/2" wide. Flow rate is on the order of i0 lb. of Hg per hour. Circu-
lation is of the natural two-phase type.
Bent reflux tube results are evaluated on the basis of equivalent penetration
derived from weight loss data. This gives an indication of the amount of potential
corrosion products generated by the material. Measured penetrations also influence
classifications if these are excessive.
Loop tests are evaluated on the basis of penetration and amount of corrosion
products generated.
Over IO0 materials have been screened at 900"F and classified as to corrosion
resistance. General material behavior based on composition is shown in Figure ii.
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Each group corresponds to our classification syst_n -- I through V. Equivalent
penetrations for each group ares
Classs I II Ill IV ¥
0.i 0.I to 2.5 2.5 to 25 25 to 50 50
All materials which develop a corrosion layer show diffusion or parabolic
controlled weight losses and penetrations. For example, the diffusion controlled
weight loss for Haynes 25 at 9OO'F is shown in Figure 12. The dissolution rate is
also plotted andmay be seen to be a maximum In_tiaAly& _ This rate drops off wllb
time to a rate whlch is almost constant after about 90 days. The same behavior
may be seen for penetration in Figure IJ. This protection offered by development
of a corrosion layer suggests that a system maybe pre-corroded and refilled wi%h
clean mercury to remove the inchoate corrosion products.
If this corrosion layer is vacuum annealed and exposed to air, an improvement in
corrosion resistance is experienced. For example, a five day pre-corrosion
treatment at 900"F reduced Type 347 weight losses by a factor of about 3. The
same beneficial effects were noted for Haynes 25.
Some select materials were tested as a function of time and temperature from 600
to 1200*F for times from 30 to 90 days (some as long as 120 days) in the _T.
Assuming diffusion controlled corrosion the parabolic rate constants were plotted.
The tentative Arrhenius plots are shown in Figure 14. The lines indicate aw_rage
values and the bars -maximum values. The curves show that the _OO series would
generate the most corrosion products at IIOO'F - about 480 mg/in in one year.
Haynes 25would generate about 33 mg/in2! the I010 and 410 group about Io mgj
Cb + 6.8% Ti about 1.2 mg; tungsten about 0.7hmg and columbium about 0.24 mg.
Tantalum would be une most resistant and woula probably not generate any corrosion
products at this temperature.
Inoidentally, comparisons of weight loss data from these curves have been made
with the data published in the Liquid Metals Handbook. For example, for the 300
series at 12OO'F a value of 26 mE cm"2 mo-I was calculated as compared to the
published value of 32 mg cm-2mo'i: For Sicrcmo _ values of 0.45 mg cm-i_o-i a%
900"F and 4.5 mg cm-2mo-I at 1200 F were calculated as compared to the published
values of 0.3 and 4 mg cm-_mo-l, respectively. For I010 our values were low by a
factor bf 15.
Data obtained by the groups studying mercury corrosion is usually reported as
penetration. It should be pointed that another important factor closely associated
with the amount of corrosion product is the intensity of the attack as measured
by weight loss. Our work results in data giving both penetration and weight loss
and thus an indication of attack intensity.
A summary of penetrations obtained for Haynes 25 from BRT and loop tests and from
other investifations are shown in Figure 15. Loop penetrations are about 3-fold
greater that BRT penetrations in the lower temperature regions; however, at higher
temperatures the penetrations overlap. The NASA data fits in quite well with
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge penetration data and indioates an average of about 9 mils
of penetration in one year of operation for Haynes 25. Brookhaven loop data
agreed with our BRT results. The Brookhaven loop contained a titanium source in
the subcooler. In the next Figure 16, are shown penetration rates obtained frcm
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this and other investigations for a variety of materials. Diffusion controlled
corrosicn was assumed in calculating the rate constants. Agreement, in generalj
is not bad considering the different test conditions. Of interest is the pene-
tration observed on Type 410 loops which were in the Haynes 25 loop range. The
amount of leached elements removed from both the Haynes 25 and the Type 410 loops
were about 7 grams each at a boiling temperature of IOOO'F for a 5000 hour test
period. Considering both the high temperature properties and resistance to attack,
Haynes 25 appears to be the preferred conventional material of construction at
these temperatures especially if corrosion products can be partially removed.
Since it is feared that mass transport and accumulation of corrosion products
might tend to accumulate in critical areas, a Haynes 25 loop containing a corrosion
product separator was tested. The test was conducted for IOOO hours at a boiling
and condensing temperature of IIOO'F. A schematic of the separator is shown in
Figure 17. The unit was made of three ccmpar_ents which containedz (I) columbium
turnings, (2) magnets, and (3) iron wool. The mercury entered the columbium
separator at 730"F, the magnets at 615"F, the iron wool at 560°F and exited at
540°F. The location of the separator is shown in Figure 18. The separator removed
85% of the corroded metal leached from the container walls as shown in Figure 19.
The total leached metal weight was 3.2 grams.
The test demonstrated that it is possible %0 remove some of the corrosion products
and thus further improve the longevity of a power conversion system_
In summary, materials were screened and classified as to corrosion resistance at
9OO'F with the BRT test. Time-temperature parameters were determined for same
mater__als. A corrosion product re, oval test was considered to be successful.
Comparisons of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge corrosion data with other investigations
appeared to be favorable.
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System Compatibility to Mercury Corrosion Products
The _recedin_ discussion has indicated the amount of corrosion products we may
expect to be generated in one year's operation ofa mercury Rankine system.
Correlation between the total internal plumbing area of the Sunflower system
(regardless of temperature) and the material removal data of the preceding dis-
cussion at llOO°F would conservatively _ndicate a quantity of material removal
of 2.6 cubic inches. Utilization of trapping concepts, as effective as the con-
cepts employed in the reported loop tests, would reduce this by 85% to 0.39 cubic
inches. Preconditioning of the system by pro-corrosion and oxidation will per-
mit further reduction by a f:_ctor of 3, leaving a residual after one year's
operation o f appraximately O.13 cubic inches.
These numbers strongly indicate the tolerab_lity of mercury Rankine systems to
the corrosion products which will be formed in a Haynes 25 system with the above
noted provisions and precautions. The picture can be made even more reassuring
by reviewing the indicated compatibility of system components, which has been
exhibited in the developmental tests of systems under much less favorable condi-
tions.
Due to the combination of economy, availability and timing of the identification
of superior materials, most of the development test rigs at TRW have been fabrica-
ted of 300 series stainless steels. As indicated in the preceding section, this
material will yield ten times the amount of corrosion products at similar opera-
tin_ conditSons as will be .yielded by Haynes 25. Yet, under these very adverse
operating conditions, we have accomplished several 500 hour runs on SNAP 2, a
2500 hour run on SPUD and the current Sunflower run in excess of 14OO hours.
These runs have been characterized by freedom from spurious influences of cor-
rosion product deposition in the rotating packages; with a single exception being
the mercury pump on the SPUD package. This exception can be explained by excessive
air leakage. In this test copious air leakage occurred through the alternator
bore seal, since mercury was kept out of the alternator stator by keeping a greater-
than-atmospheric pressure on the alternator and permitting gas flow inward through
the faulty bore seal. This operating procedure introduced enough air to cause a
bubble to form at the inlet to the pump of sufficient size to prevent successful
pump operation. Even under these conditions, such possibly critical elements as
the hydrosphere bearings exhibited no degradation with time or corrosion product
accumulation whatsoever.
In the above noted SPUD endurance test, a .O01 to .002 inch deposit of contaminants
was observed on disassembly on the first sta_e nozzle vanes. This buildup did
not cause an observable change in the turbine performance of that unit. However,
in the last few days of the Sunflower test, the turbine flow-pressure conditions
have indicated a similar buildup in that unit.
Results of the several 500 hour SNAP 2 tests have been free from indications of
corrosion product deposition problems in the rotating package. In recognizing
these facts, it is germane to note that the rotating units under discussion incor-
porate a number of flow restrictions and orifices, especially in the bearing
feed areas. These include both static and dynamic restrictions. The freedom
of th_se restrictions from blockage under these adverse conditions is significant.
Problems of corrosion product blockage have been observed in other areas of TRW's
developmental rigs and hardware, however. It has been observed that flow restrict-
_ons which occur in cold portions of the flowing system may frequently be subjected
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to deleterious accumulation and even blockage. Examples are; manually
operated external flow regulating valves, Jet pump nozzles, external flow
regulators and flow metering orifices. The significant difference between
these restrictions and similar trouble free restrictions in the package
is the thermal condition. Specifically, blockage is observed to occur
where the material of the restriction is colder than the folowing mercury.
This is not surprising since a portion of the corrosion products are carried
in solution and would tend to precipitate out where the mercury is cooled.
This hypothesis has been checked by such means as employing electrical heaters
on the housings of such system elements. It has generally been observed that,
while it is difficult to clear up blockage which has occurred, heat application
can effectively prevent the containment accumulation. Examples include package
drain Jet pumps which are employed in the SNAP 2 system which chronically
caused trouble prior to the employment of this technique. Identical tech-
ni_ques have been emoloyed on flow regulators, perhaps the most notable one
being the flow regulator included in the sealed SPUD system which successfully
passed checkout, transportation, re-mheokout and launch. This flow regulator
was exhibiting symptoms of blockar-e which were arrested by the addition of
heat.
This knowledge identifies a number of effective controls of potential corrosion
product accumulation difficulties. In the Sunflower system it aopears that Jet
pump nozzle blockage can be eliminated by permitting the Jet pump driving fluid
to reject sufficient heat to space, to reduce its temperature slightly below
the temperature of the Jet pump hardware.
Our current conceptual thinking is based primarily on reducing the quantity of
corrosion products formed, and circulation in the system to the minimum. In
addition, all the flow regulators in the bearing lubrication lines will be
eliminated, retaining only the modulated flow reguRator at the boiler inlet.
This area can be well insulated and supplied with a few watts of electrical
heat to similarly prevent contaminant accumulation in its sensitive elements.
The above discussion has stressed the positive aspects of our knowledge.
There are two areas of incomplete knowledge in the reassuring surmuary presented
above.
. The compatibility testing which has been accomplished to date has been
limited to single temperature conditions ( Tboiling _ TCondensing )
and to lower velocity, lower heat flux conditions than will be ex-
perienced in operating systems. These variables may influence the
comptatibility data. Pumped loop experiments are being initiated at
TRW and AeroJet to provide closer analogy to system requirements. A
second and more relevant check would result from the _ong term operation
of a _S-25 Sunflower near-prototype system.
e Corrosion product deposition characterlstlos wil] be _nfluenced by zero
gravity conditions. It _s apparent that 1 g conditions will strongly
tend to accumulate corrosion products, especially at liquid vapor interfaces,
and that the better dis oerelon which will occur under 0 g conditions will
improve the system compatibility. This consideration, together w_th the
excellent corrosion product trapping results indicate that 0 g operation
will not adversely influence the system. We cannot claim, however, to
}mve operated long term O g tests of systems.
_?
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Thus, TRW's current oonclusions on the mercury compatibility question may
be _mnarized as follows:
o The use of Haynes 25 throughout the system supplemented by a pre-
conditioning operation and also supplemented by the incorporation
of corrosion product trapping provisions will reduce the amount of
contaminants with which the system must contend to a very low value,
conservatively estimated at O.13 cubic inches.
@ Developmental experience at TRW has indicated that all elements of
the system except cold flow restrictions are compatible without
measurable deterioration to corrosion product content several
orders of magnitude higher than that hypotesized in the above de-
fined system.
3. The "cold restrictions" exceptions of item 2 above can be effectively
negated by avoiding cold restrictions.
It will be a major objective of the forthcoming Sunflower test to demonstrate
validity of the above conclusions with one major exception. The system will
employ 300 series stainless steel througho_t and will thus be exposed to the
significantly higher corrosion product formation. Thus, successful demonstra-
tion of th_s system will be even more significant.
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H_drog_n Containment
Hydrogen Containment Data
The relatively high efficiency of the heat s_k in the Sunflower system is
dependent on msintai-ing a high percentage of lithium hydride in the boiler
assembly. Jnder the a_ticJpated co_dltions of oneratio_ the partial pressure of
hydrogen over the molte_ LiH at 16OO°F is approxlmstely 1 atmosphere a_d this
results in s substantial loss of hydroge_ through _he co_tai_er walls. A relative-
[y high permeatlo_ of hydroge. _,hrough the boiler _to space will produce a serious
loss in the heat si_k capacity by decreasing the LiH/Li ratio a_d could also
produce problems }r, pump section of _he assembly°
The purpose o[" _his d_scussio_ is te briefly summarize the experlme_tal effort
which has been direc*,ed toward evahAati_g the pezwteab_Igty of hydrogen through
cc_ztn_ctin_al ma+.,er_als and to prese-t several methods which provide current
solutions to the hydroge_ co_4ainment problem°
A l_rge quantity of Oats _ s available on the basic permeabildty of metals to
h_drogen. Figure 20preser,_s the permeability as a function of temperature for
several pure metals. There is a wide spectrum of hydrogen permeability values
present in metals with columbium, for example, having a permeability to hydrogen
which is about three orders of magnitude greater _han that present in molybdenum.
As a general rule, the permeabilities obtained by alloying pure metals are simply
additive functions of the metals which compose the alloy. For example, an alloy
of iron and molybdenum wouLl have a permeability to hyurogen which is intermediate
between the permeability obtained in pure iron a_d pure molybdenum, however curr_nt
fabrication technolo_' eliminates the use of this metal for a boiler material due
+o its brittleness. As a point of reference when discussing the subsequent experi-
mental data, it is well to keep in mind that the permeability of materials to
hydrogen must be at least as good as molybdenum to be use_eul for the Sunflower
app lic ation.
Since the existi_ metals do _ot afford an adequate barrier to h?_drogen loss,
co-sideratlon must be give_ to oxide and glass coatings as barrier systems.
Data on the permeability of hydrogen through oxides and glasses is relatively
sparse, particularly whet the additional conditions of chemical and mechanical
integrity under c)_clic temperature conditions are also considered. The major
experimental effort on this program has therefore bee_ directed towards evaluating
the permeaoility of hydrogen through metal-coating systems. The permeability is
measured with a modified Sieverts type apparatus at temperatures ranging from
1600°F to 1200°F under a pressure head of I atmosphere.
A. O__ide Coatings
_zpical results ob%mined with oxide coatings that are unstable
are presented in Figure _l which show the permeability of hydrogen
through an oxidized stainless steel diaphragm. During the first
heating cycle, the oxide coating provides a substantial barrier
to hydrogen; however, as the specimen is cycled the effectiveness
of the coa+ing is rapidly reduced antil the permeability of the
coated specime_ approaches the uncoated condition.
A relativelN stable oxide coated is AI2_ which is obtained by
aluminizing Haynes 25 and oxidizing the aluminized surface. The
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permeability of hydrogen through this barrier is presented in
Figure 22 for two methods of aluminizing. The aluminizing process
which employs pack cementation (Chromalloy) provides the most
effective barrier. Although there is a slight degradation in
the barrier properties on the first heating-cooling cycle, sab-
sequent cycling causes practically no change in the hydrogen
pe rme ati on.
B. Glass Coatings
Glass coatings are very effective barriers to hydrogen flow;
however, they are also mechanically unstable when exposed to
the cyclic temperature conditions. Although numerous glasses
have been evaluated, they appear to have comparable barrier
capabilities whvn they do not undergo mechanical spalling. The
best glass from a combined long-time stability and permeability
standpoint is the Solaramic coati_F. Data obtained om specimens
coated with Solaramic are presented in _igure _ Also included
in this figure (dashed area) are recently published data from an
i_depe_dent source on the Solaramic coatings. Am extremely good
bond is obtained between the base metal a_d coating and this
results in relatively good reliability over long time periods
and under cyclic temperature conditions.
The permeabilities of several coated specimens arm presented
for comparison in Figure 2. Both the aluminized Haynes 2_ and
the Solaramic coatings (glasses) have permeabi;ities which are
lower than molybdenum, hence they represent realistic laboratory
solutions to the hydrogen containment problem.
The logical extension of the laboratory data _ s to employ it to predict h_rogen
loss after long time exposure and in actual lithium hydride containing systema.
The re_Its of long time tests are presented in Figure 2% where the permeability
of hydrogen through the Solaramic-coated specimens is evaluated as a function of
test time. Although the data fall in a scatter band, a moderately good extrapo-
laticm can be performed which indicates that after I0,OOO hours, which is the
design life of the system, the barrier proper_,ies of the coating are still compar-
able to those obtained with molybdenum. There is, of course, the additional
advantage of even icier permeabilities in the time interval up to one year. Using
a Solaramic coating and neglecting the advantages obtained when +he boiler is in
the shade cycle, the calculated loss of hydrogen in the present S_nflower system
i_ less than 3 Ibs. per year.
In many instances, certain data obtained under idealized laboratnry conditions is
-ot applicable to actual operating conditions wh_re the complicating effects of
corrosion produce a very high hydroger activity and an attendant increase in
hydrogen flux. To evaluate the ability of the hydrogen permeation parameters for
predicting actual loss of hydroge_ produced in lithium hydride co_+ainers, actual
capsule tests were conductmd under cyclic temperature conditions. The loss of
lithium hydride determined experimentally in capsule tests was compared to the
value calculated from the laboratory derived permeability parameters. The re_alts
presented in Figure 26 indicate that a good correlatic_ is obtained between the
two methods and the permeability parame_mrs can therefore be used to realistically
_0
predict, lithium hydride co_tai_me-t.
The curre-t status of t.he hydroge_ co_tairme_t problem _ndicates that the
Solaramic coating a_d the aluminized Haynes 2_ pr_Ide adequate barriers to
hydroge_ ou_gassi_g. With these coatings bess tha_ 3 ibs. of _ydrogen is lost
per year through the boiler section, and approximately h x i0 TM ibs. of h)_drogen
is lost to the pump section.
The fature work i_ the hydrogen co_,t.ainment area will be aimed at,:
I. Developing coat,irEs with improved barrier properties,
2. Evaluating a_d improving the l_g-time stability of ths
c oati_ gs.
A si_ifica_t development in either of these areas will produce a_ eve_ lower
degree of hydrogen loss a_d a decreased weight of the lithium hydride sectian of
the Sunflower.
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System Compatibility to H}_rogen
These experimental stadies on hydrogen containment have served to establish
rates of hydrogen diffusio_ through various mater_al coating combinations. Taking
the most promising of these coatings, solaramic and alaminum oxide, it may be
calculated that the hydrogen diffusio_ rate, or loss, will be 2.8 Ibs. per year
for loss through the bniLr inner shell based upon a continuous temperature of
16OOOF. Of this amount, 0.2 Ibs. per year is diffused through the boiler tubes
into the mercury side of the system. The remainder is lost to the space environ-
ment and represents a system penalty. A less conservative calculation of total
hydroge_ loss .yields a value of 0.6 ibs. per year. This calculation takes into
accou-t the variation of the boiler inner shell Semperature from nominal values
of 1250 to 16OO°F during the sun portion of the orbit and accounts for the absence
of loss during the shade period due to the natural barrier afforded by the frozen
LiH at these surfaces. The calculation assumes a nominal Io_ temperature mean
between these values and accou-ts for the lower hydrogen dissoc_atlon pressure at
this mea_. For a molecular weight of LiH of 8.0, approximately 5 Ibs. of addi-
tional LiH will be required to compensate for this los_. Using the conservative
value of 2.8 Ibs.' per year hydroge_ loss, 20 Ibs. of additional LiH are required.
The 0.2 ibs. per year diffusion into the mercury system is a conservative value,
since it is also based upo_ a continuous source temperature of 16OO°F and 1 atmo-
sphere of pressure, compared to an average mercury boiling temperature of IIOO°F.
System hydrogen compatibility can be defined in terms of component performance
in the presence of hydrogen gas. Hydrogen diffusion into the system through the
boiler tubes can be expected to pass from the boiler to the system condenser.
During this phase the hydrogen gas will be mixed with mercury vapor and is expected
to have little effect upon performance of the boiler, turbine and condenser
components. Following condensation, two general conditions can be conceived:
I. The hydrogen gas can experience separation, accumulate and
eventually pass to the pump in the form of a gas bubble.
2. The hydrogen gas can become entrained in the liquid mercury
without separation and pass to the condensate pump in this state.
Co-den sate pump performance under these conditions becomes the limiting factor in
determining hydrogen capability.
Some preliminary tests have been made to determine, in general, the bubble swallow-
ing capacity of a pump operating at flow and head conditions comparable to Sun-
flower co_ditlc_s. It was found in these tests that air bubbles as large as.O3 in3
i_ volume could be passed through the pump and demonstrate full recovery capabil-
ity at i_let pressures of h.O to 6.0 psia.
Further evaluation of the effects of hydrogen gas upon Dump performance is planned
._sing a basic "workhorse" mercary loop, Figure 27. These tests are planned to give
basic information on the se_sitlvtty of the boiler feed pump to hydrogen in the
form it will be delivered to the pump. The basic characterlstlcs of these tests
are as fnll_s:
i. ._ prototype, hO,O00 rpm, cen%rifu_al pump, jet pump booster will
be used for fluid circulatio-.
e Means will be provided to introduce hTdro_n i_to the boiling
section of the l_op at accurately measured values and mea._ure
natural permeation from the tubing _n the condenser and subcoeler
sect ic,_.
Means of active removal of hydrogen from the system will also be provided in the
"workhorse"loop. The centrifugal separator and overboard diffusion disposal path
concept shown in Figure 28 have the following Cesign characteristics: The area
of columbium tube available for h_drogen egress is overdesig_ed by a factor of
I000. The centrifugal separation action provided is capable of removing bubbles
down to a diameter of 0.0022 in. in the separator dwell time at a l-g centrifugal
effect. The velocities provided cause centrifugal accelerations of 12 g's. These
over-design factors are intuitively felt to suffice for reservatioms which have
been recog_i_ed for the possible reduction of permeabil_ty by the deposition of
products of corrosion on the columbium surface. The desig_ can be made even more
conservative with little additional inventoo_ or pressure drop. (The mercury
inventory of this separation as shown is approximately one-half pound.)
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Su_fl_er Solar Collector Status
The 9anflower collector _evelopme_tal s_at,:s may be summarSzed as follows:
I. Preprototvpe Collector 1i-2 is fabricated and assemblea. A photograph
of this assembly is shown in Figure ix).
2. _ptlcal i_spectlo_ has been performed on each of the individual
sec +ors.
3. The assembled collector i,_ curre-tly undergoing optical inspection.
h. _epnlovment, vibration a_d single petal performance testing are
scheduled to be completed during the next few months.
_e Petal thermal behavior and fabrication development has progressed
to the identification of the details re_i_Aired for required insen-
sifivity. Confirmation of the adequacy of these fac+ors is in
progress by mea_s of a computer a_slysis of the e_t_re paraboloid
as a structare.
Detailed i-dlcatio-s of the status of the various performance amd weight elements
of the collector developme.t may be obtai.ed by reference to FiKares30 and 31.
I_ reviewing the acn_ev_u wexgA*t it may be _oted *_"* *_ ...... *
sectors weight 5.9 Ibs. compared to a_ objective of 5.0 ibs. per petal. This
difference between achieved weight a_d desI F_ objectives results from the difficulty
which has been enc_Antered in avoiding buckling o_ the front ard back faces of the
honeycomb layup. Stresses formed i_ *he sk_s durS_g layup te_d to relieve them-
selves causing b_ckli-_ after completion of the curing process. This has been
corrected in the II-2 petals by provld_g re_forc!ng doublers along the edges of
the part. Tl_se doublers accourt for the additional 0.9 lbs/sector. Petals
without doublers have bee_ fabricated at desi_ weight of 5 ibs/sector. It is
co_cluded that a lIFht prestretch operatio_ will reduce residual stresses in the
faces a_d will eliminate the surface devlatio_s caused by edge buckling.
The indicated weight reductio_ objectives of the lock and hinge hardware will be
straightforwardly accomplished by reduction in wall thickness of these components.
The similar comparative optical performance status _ammary in Figure 31 is easily
interpreted with the possible exception of the tooling, waviness a_d spring back
e_trles under fabrication errors. The large differerce betweeD achieved and
objective in this category results from the basic deflniti_n of the II-2 Collector
in the development.program. At the time of redirection of the Sunfl_er program
i_ January of 1962, budget limitations were such that the II-2 Collector was
deflned as primarily a structural inte_rlty development copy. At the time of i_i-
tiatlo_ of the petals for this Collector, the tooling wavlness a-d spring back
errors were know_ a_d could have bee_ corrected by barbering of the layup tool.
This was _ot done due to the cost a_d schedule aspects of such an operation.
As noted above, thermal distortion of the petals has bee_ i_vestigated both analy-
tically snd experimentally. A_alysis a-d tests have been co-ducted to i-vesti_ate
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Dthe heat transfer c_mracterlstics of ho_eycom.b sandwich material of various
adhesive and core preparation details. The effect of these modifications has
been experimentally correlated both for thermal conductivity and with resultant
thermal distortion. Resalts of these tests have been i_corporated into a computer
program which has provided a reliable basis for identifying desig _ requirements.
In additio_ to the conductivity conol_slons of the small specimen testing, these
ana_r_e_ have indicated two additlcmal design reauirements. It has been prelim-
inarily indicated that i_corporatio_ of two irtermediate compression pad engage-
ments o_ each petal would si_ificantly re@ace the distortio_ of the assembled
paraboloid under the i_fluence of the thermal conditions. In addition to this
assembly provision, analyses have indicated the desirability of i_corporating a
3 to 6 micron thickness of trarsparent silico_ oxide on _he reflective surface of
the solar collector to increase its infra-red emissivity. This provision in crm-
junctio_ with minimization of infra-red emissivity off the back face of the collec-
tor a_d the above noted detailed provisions _ill sAffice to meet the thermal
distorticm objective of 0.I ° maximum distortic_.
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Sunflower ?_ilers and Condenser Status
Three boiler heat storage demonstration units have been constructed. Two of
these have been loaded with lithium hydride and ground tested. The material of
construction is 316 stainless steel throughout, with 1/4 inch thick shell walls
and a heavy closure ring with a minimum thickness of 1½ inches. The design is
purposely heavy to afford safety in handling and testing the lithium hydride.
Three types of tests were performed on both u-its, steady-state, storage capacity_
and cyclic thermal input corresponding to the 300 m_le orbit. In addition, flow
startup tests were conducted on the second unit with the breadboard start system.
The steady-state tests were run to c_firm deslg- concepts end the boiling corre-
lative. The storage bath must be desigred to boil the mercury for the 70 minutes
of shade time e_countered in the 20,000 mile orbit ard operate i_ an almost
continues transient at the 300 mile orbit. Therefore, the storage capacity tests
were conducted ever the expected range of mercury flc_ rates with zero _et heat
input. The results confirmed a storage capacity s_fficient to boil the desig_
flow rate of mercury for 72 minutes.
The cyclic tests were intended to simulate the 60 minutes of sun time and 36
minutes of shade time encountered in the 3OO mile orbit. Sufficient heat was
transferred into the storage bath in 60 minutes to boil mercury continuo_sl_y f__r_
96 minutes. At least three cycles were completed to demonstrate repeatibility.
The startup tests on the second unit indicated stable and normal flo_ and pressure
conditions at the e_d of 18 seconds. These results indicate that the boiler heat
storage demonstration unit design has successfully met all performance objectives.
Two co.denser subcooler units have been constructed and tested. The first unit
was a flightweight model which featured an exit quality from the primary radiator
of one percent. This unit was tested with the condensate flowing vertically
upward. This condition is t_e most severe of the current specification. Stable
operation was not achieved with this design. Desig_ changes were made for the
second unit. These changes included alteration of the exit quality from the
primary radiator to a value of approximately 15 percent and addition of s single
tube secondary radiator to co_dense the remainder. Further, the manifolding at
the exit of the primary, radiator was modified to provide smooth continuous fl_.
The number of tubes was reduced to increase the fluid velocity a_d the tube exit
diameter was maintained greater than the critical diameter. Fi_ally, the fins
the second unit were sized for ground test.
The second unit was tested over a range of flc_ rates from 7 lbs/min, to I_ lbs/min.
in the same attitude as the first unit. Stable co_de_ser operation was achieved
over the entire flow range and with excursions from the design point of 15 percent
primary exit cuality and 94 ft/sec, exit velocity to as low as 8 percent exit
quality and _5 ft/sec, exit velocity. These excursions from the design conditions
give an indication of the ability of the condenser to operate under adverse off
design conditions. The successful operati_ of a full scale once through condenser
with flow against gravity is considered a significant milestone. The capability
to operate stably at off design cc_diti_s enhances the usefulness and importance
of the design.
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IThe heat rejection in the ground test was reduced by the presence of tube heaters
which resulted in a higher co-densing temperature and pressure at design flow than
a_ticipated.
Component Mo_Ifle,tions aT_ Improvem_nts
The boiler and condenser component weight_ are influenced by the Sunflower system
specifications. The multiplicity of orbits from 300 miles to 20,000 miles con-
tribute_ si_ificantly to the weight of the boiler heat storage unit. There must
be s,Afficient storage capacity to boll the mercury continuously for 70.5 minutes
shade time in the 20,000 mile orbit. On the other hand, the hydride heat input
flux must be sufficient to transfer heat equivalent to 51 percent of capacity into
the bath during the me hour of san time in the 300 mile orbit.
Design and operation of the 3.0 _g Sunflower system for a stngie 300 mile orbit
wou_i permit the storage cspacity to be reduced fo the 36 minute _hade time of this
orbit. Thus, the weight of lithium hydride can be reduced. In addition the length
of the boiler tube ca- be altered to mate with the 36 minute shade time. The
container a_d outer shell attachment vol_me and weight can be reduced correspondingly.
The net effect of these alterations is to reduce the weight of the boiler heat
storage unit by 120 pounds. Thus, the present requirement for a range of orbits
from 300 miles to 20,000 miles adds 120 pounds or 67 perce_t to the weight of the
boiler heat storage unit°
At low altitude orbits which require high heat absorption ra+es, a_ alternate type
of container construction becomes attractive. The present design consists of
two spherical shells open at one e-d, a_d the e_d is closed by a toroidal ring.
A_other type of construction which appears promising is a hon.eycomb box. The ends
of the ho-eycnmb are closed by the spherical shells as i_ the present design.
However, the sides of the honeycomb act as f_ns to promote heat transfer into the
hydride bath. In addition, the honeycomb provides a rigid structure and adds
strength to the container, thus permitting thinner shells than in the present
design. It appears that the heat input flux may be increased from the present
IO,OOO BTU/Hr-Ft 2 to as high as 20,000 BTU/Hr-Ft 2. This increased heat flux w_Id
allow a reduced cavity surface area and a more compact container. The smaller
volume co-tainer should weigh less provided the honeycomb weight is not excessive.
The amount of increase in the heat flux with honeycomb must be determined experi-
mentally. In lieu of actual test data, estimates were made based on Haynes 25
honeycomb at the 20,000 BTU/Hr-Ft 2 flux, a_d the results indicated a potential
reductic_ of about 33 pounds. The potential use of honeycomb appears attractive
for development and offers alter_ativem to the present design. (Figure 37)
At the high altitude orbit, even though the LiH capacit_ _s increased, the compo-
nent can be kept compact with _he current des_ concept becaase the low heat flux
requirement permits lengthening the heat flow path, thus using a thicker hydride
confi gurati on.
The c_denser subcooler component is i-fluenced by the current Sunflower system
specification to operate in 0 g and + I g. Operation in the -I g e_vironment has
been succe_fully achieved by the co_denser as a component, but the veloc_+y
required to overcome the force of gravity co-,tributes to a higher co_de-ser
pressure drop. With s fixed minimum outlet pressure, a higher pressure drop in
_9
the condenser means a higher turbine back pressure and less output for the
system as a whole. Modification of the specification bo operation in 0 g
and + 1 g only would permit grou_i test of the system and is comparable to ot
other system requirements in orbit. This modification has been employed in
the systems described later and results in reduced fluid velocities and a
reduced pr_ss_Ire drop. Also, liquid interface location and design are less
critical and need only consider the effects of 0 g operation.
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_iVIg_; OF gYS_.. A_TD CqMP_LENT P_9 _MA,_E IMP_V_E_T A._EAS
Alter_ator
The status of the alternator development is di_rided into two m_jor areas. The
first part of the discussio- will present the status of +he permanent magnet alter-
_tor development. The second part presents the status of our electroma_etically
excited brushless alternator. I_ each c_se, performance _f existing units will
be established at power level._ well above the Suffix'or rating.
Before discu_i-g the detailed alternator performa-ce, a brief review of the prob-
lems ass_c[_ted with the development of alternators for turbine drtve_ soace power
systems is in order. The problem of designing a_ alte_a_or co_ridering c_l F the
power level is rela+ivel._7 simole. However, if we add the co_d_tlo_s "reposed by
the rotatirg package, we e_d up with a_ a[+e._--a+or performance specificatio- t_t
represents a_ advance i_ the slate-of-the-art. F_rst, fhe alternator must operate
at turLi_e speed. Also, the rotor des_K_ is restricted s_nce _ts le_Fth , mass, a_d
co_structlo- ea_ seriously affect the rotor a_d bearing designs of the package.
!_ additi_, the alternator must be "apable of o_erat_g at temperature of 7OO°F '
a_d higher in a metal vapor e_vlro-me_t. Ex_erie_ce has added ma_y more detailed
requirements to define the alte_ator as a difficul_ dev_lopme_t problem that
must be co-sidered as an integral part of the rotating package.
The characferistics of a perma-e_t magnet alternator are attractive for space
power applications particularly at relatively Io_ power outputs. The permanent
magnet rotor eliminates %he meed for rotatln_ wi-di_gs a_d brushes a_d offers high
efficiency for a low weight a_d volume. In the pol_phase unit, the rotor losses
are rel_tively low a,d eliminate the need for rotor cooling thereby simplifying
I_ Figure hO, the cross section of +..hepermanent magnet alternator shows that the
desig_ offers advantages in solving the high t_mperature mercu_-F vapor seal prob-
lem. The s+ator is enclosed in a non-magnetic housing axcept in the bore. area.
A high temperature g]ass Iv bonded to the closed slot laminations and seals the
starer. The maximum allowa',le lqakage Fate with a pressure differential of one
atmosphere has been set at 1.O7 x I_,-7 co/see of hel_um. Over _0_ of the stators
meet this requirement without requiring s-y rework. Snook and vibratio_ tests
havo _o+ effected the integrity of the seal. Stato. s have also bee_ subjected to
a 250°F thermal shock by water quench a-d have remained leak tight.
In the final a-alysis, the al%er-ator performance is measured by exte-ded operatio_
in +he high temperature mercury vapor e_viro-me-t. Th_s al%er_ator des_g_ has
operated successfull}, during thousands of e_dura-ce hours i_ the S_TA_ II and
_anflower rotat_-g packages.
Alter_a+ors for high temperature operation are necessarily des_z-ed with low co--
ductor losses to minimize the insulation uroblem a_d also reduce the temperature
gradient from the hot spot to the housing. For pcl3qohase operatlo_, the stator
iron, rotor surface, and windage losses remain essentially constant with load.
Therefore the cha_ge in the total loss _s due to the conductor loss. The polyphase
wi-di_g also offers more efficient utilization of stator iron a-d copper as compared
to s_-g_e phase operation. Figure hl shows a comparison of si-gle phase and three
phase performance for the SPUD alternator. Single phase operation also i_troduces
large rotor surface losses that vary. directly with the load. lhe comparison snows
that the power output of the SPUD al_ar_ator can be increased @tom 1 KW to 1.5 KW
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by rewinding the stator for three phase operatio-.
Figure h2 shows efficiency curve for the present Sunflower alternator. This data
was taken with the alternator operating at rated speed and a bore temperature of
650°F. All alternators are tested at temperature prior to assembly i- the rotating
package. The test procedure includes efficiency at "off design" points and a
continuous leakag= test on the stator. Although rated at a net output of 3 KW,
the alternator can provide 7 KW of unity P.F. at an efficiency of 90%. To operate
at this load, an i-crease in coolant flow in the stator can be provided to limit
the alternator bore temperature to the present Sunflower condition. Heceut exper-
ience in the development of a 1OOO°F motor for WADD has verified the fact that
_nsuL_ting materials with higher thermal conductivity than those of the Sunflower
alternator can be u_ed to compensate for the increased conductor loss and limit
the temperature gradient increase. The voltage regalation will al_o increase with
load. H_ever, should it be necessary to hold close voltage tolerance from _o
load to full load, an existing voltage regulator can be used. Output voltage is
held constant by c_troll_ng the saturatic_ level of the stator back iron.
As the output power requirements increase, the permanent magnet alter-ator has
definite limitations. For this reason, s detailed study of the various types of
olectroma_et_cally excited alte_-ators was made. Figure h3 shows the cross
sectlo_ of the alternator design resulting from the study. The design is simple
and incorporates many of the advantages realized by the permanent magnet design.
It should be noted that the stator design _s similar to that of the permane, t manet
alternator and ca- use the sane bore seal design. Since the u_it is electro-
magnetically excited, _t can operate with a large air gap which affords more lati-
tude in the sealing of the stator from the high temperature mercury. However, as
in the permanent magnet machine, the seal is tested as an i_tegral part of the
alternator. The lo._s distributio_ is essentially t.he same as that of the perma-
nent magnet alternator.
The advantages of the alternator are realized primarily by the design of the rotor
shown in Figure hh. The desig_ is optimized by a trade-off of magnetic and
mecha-ical designs. For a given rating, the size of any alternator is a direct
function of s_eed. Zxist_ng alternators are operating at peripheral velocities of
525 ft/sec. R_tors have recently passed spin tests at velocities of 700 ft/sec.
Known desSgn improvements should realize a capability exceeding 800 ft/sec. The
peripheral velocity of the Sunflower alternator rotor at rated speed is 370 ft/sec.
Alternators exist for ratings from 500 watts to 15 KW. We are presently under
c_tract to develop ratings of 22 KW and 125 KW. Figure 46 shows the performance
characteristics of the 15 KW machine.
It should be -oted that the 40,000 rpm operation realizes a specific weight ratio
of less than o_e Ib/KW. The 75,000 rpm curve represents our present design objec-
tives with a rotor surface velocity of 820 ft/sec. The specific weight for this
conditions is approximately 0.5 ibs/KW.
Figure 47 summarizes the existing al+er_ator ratings that cs- be applied to Sun-
fl_,er type power systems and +he package sizes required to accnmmodate the alter-
nators.
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Additional Cy,_;tem Factor_
Some of the areas of potential perforaamoe improvement have been directly implied
in the preceding component discussions. Before proceeding to a presentation of
the results of these implications, some additional factors related to detailed
system specifications need to be noted.
Perhaps the major details of the current Sunflower program and specifications which
restrict design flexibility are t
a) Operabilityowithcut modification, at any circular earth orbit
between 3OO and 20,000 nautical miles.
b) Operability during accelerations of up to one g in _ direction.
c) Virtual budgetary requirement to retain 8_AP 2 designs in the
turbo-alter, ator_ to retain component development support.
d) Design for 3 KM output.
The follc_ing paragraphs discuss performance improvements which can result from
departing from some of the above requirements. Specifically, the results of the
following assumptions are discussed.
a) Pre-establis_ent of approximate orbital altitude to permit
tailoring of the solar collector, boiler/heat storage component
and start system.
b) Modification of the operating acceleration specification to
permit accelerations of up to one g in a predicted direction.
It is specifical_v assumed for ill_strati_, that the total
acceleration shall be _ 1 g, and that no component shall be
in the aft direction.
c) Bearing and turbo-alternator developmental freedom is assumed.
d) Design concepts are presented for both greater and less than 3 _g.
In addition to the above program a_d specification assumptions, the following
paragraphs present some "second thoughts" on system and component concepts.
Rankine cycle system p_rforma-ce improvements can be obtained by utllizimg compo-
_erts of higher efficiencies and increasing the upper cycle pres_ure and reducing
the condensing temperature.
More efficient compc_ents may straightforwardly be obtained by increasing the
design power. Increase in total power output allows the use of more efficient
alternators. The specific examples noted above include a permanent magnet machine
of 90% efficiency at 7 _g and a TRM Brusbless type alternator with an efficiency
of 93% at the 15 KW level. These concepts are not design values but have been
accomplished on actual hardware. The packaging oC the 7 KW permanent magnet
machine is identical to the current S_nflower unit. The 15 KW machine requires a
larger diameter due to the excitation coil but can be incorporated into the package
79
with no change in bearing span, allowing use of the same bearings and shaft
assembly as modified for the new rotor at the same, 40,O00 r_m, rotating speed.
Increase in turbine efficiency to the 63% range at 7 _ and 70% at 15 KW results
from the nigher cycle weight flows. At these higher power levels, leakage losses
lose significance, and the stages approach full admission. The higher power
turbines also fit in the existing package designs. Axial length is unchanged,
and o_ly blade height and stage admissions change.
These factors permit the increase in power output of the current Sunflower turbo-
alter-ator with very minor changes in package design, to 7 or 15 KW. These designs do
not only benefit from higher turbine and alternator efficiencles. Since rotating
speed, bearing load and pump power remain unchanged, the turbo-alternator package
efficiency is further increased by the reduced significance of package parasitic
power losses. In the present Sunflower unit, these losses constitute 18.5% of
the turbine output. In the 7 _g example, these are halved to 9.25%.
Wider cycle limitations car also be utilized.
Conservative design limits the turbine inlet pressure to a maximum of 350 psia
due to the i_fluence of boiling temperature on the oua_titv of corrosion products
formed. The 240 psia value of the present Sunflower deslg_ was largely determined
by the maximum pump output pressare which had actually been demonstrated at pro-
posal time.
The boiler output tempera%are must be maintained near the 1250°F temperature of
the current Sunflower system to match the LiH me_i-g point.
Condensing pressure minimums co-tinue to be dictated by the design limitations of
jet-ce-trifugal vamps. However, the choice of a known acceleration direction on
zero g operation permits reduction. The known acceleration direction all_s place-
ment of the pump in a position to avoid acceleration induced NPSH reaction and
allows relaxation of condo-sate drop transport requirements pe_ni%ting lower _J_L
co_denser d P. _".... _._',L_
....._>( I_ ,I.__
The demonstrated ;NP_-I operating limits of Hg jet-centrifugal pump combinations
is shown in Fi_ _ h__ Classical pump design and operating experience with this
type of pump has shown that the p_mp will operate for extended periods of time with
jet pump capacity ratios up to M - 2.2. (M is defined as pump net useful flow "
Jet pump flow.) Short term operation can be tolerated to lower '[PSH conditions,
limited by accumulated imolo_c_,_ damage due to operation in the cavitation region.
For example, a test which was conducted to determine the minimum _'PSH point at
which the prime was lost is noted on the curve. It is observed that this is well
to the left (lower NPSH) side of %he stated capability limit.
Other system improvements are ,_uggested in the start system preheating concepts.
One concept employs the use of pyrotechnic heaters. After orie_ti-_ the collec_er
and traversing through o-e sun cv_le the condenser radiator is at a temperat;are of
approximately 30°F. The e_er_v required of the chemical pyrotechnic heater is that
necessary to raise the tempera¢ure to 6OO°F.
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Twomixtures have been i_vestigated, a barium and a molybdenum mixture, l_e
barium Tnixture becomes a. unstable crystalline solid a_d liberates late_t heat
of crystalline change at approximately 725°F. The moly mixture liberates sensible
heat of a solid recidue.
The a_a!ysis indicates the barium mixture will bring the co, denser tube to 600
+ l_°F a_d maim!ain the temperature for approximately 235 seccnd_ as show_ in
_igure h9 • The moly mixture was insafficie-t to bring the tube to temperature with
a reasonable amount of mixture.
A typical prototype pyrotechnic heater concept is shown in Figure 50 . Electrical
impulse would be used to fire the i_itiator and the reactic_ would be self-sustain-
i_g, bur_i.g at a rate of four to five seconds per foot.
The bar_um preheat1_ system weighs approxlmately hh pounds. This compares with
a total preheating weight of -early lO0 pounds under the present Su.flower concept.
A_ attractive concept utilizes the primary source of e_er_ly, the LiH storage bath,
to preheat the CSJ and co_de_ser. This system employs a separate motor drlve_
pump to circulate a fluid such as Dowtherm pant the boiler/heat storage unit to
the CSJ a_d co_de_ser components. Prellml.ary calculations for a 7 KW u_it i-dlcate
that a s}-stem of this type would require a flow rate of 35 Ibs/mi_. of Dowtherm
with a resultant pumping power of 170 watts. The required battery capacity is
depe-de_% upo_ preheat time. A typical seque-ce would co_si_t of orienting the
system toward the sum a_dj as the boiler/heat storage unlt approaches the desired
operating *emperature, iritlati_g the preheat system flow. Flow would be co_ti_ued
during the remai_ su_ a_d the following shade period. This would allow preheating
during ¢ e shade portio_ with system operation to commence upc_ reentering the s:_n
cycle. _ee Fi u_re 51.
The weight elements of the preheat system are listed as follows:
Primary battery 3.7 Lbs. (Based om
Pu_p-Mot or h. 0
?ab_ ng 5.0
Ma-ifolds 3.0
Acc umu lator h •O
D_the rm l_ve_tory 3.0
22.7 Dos.
50 Watt-Hr
Ib
for i hour)
The -umbers are b_sed o_ a brief look zt the concept, a_d although a more detailed
a_al3,sis is required for a Five_ system at a particular orbit, we feel the system
could be desired with a weight of approximately 25 to 30 pounds.
Another feature of the system is that the heat exchanger massage formed around the
radiator tubes ca. be utilized as a meteoroid bumper shiml_ a-d would, i. fact,
allow a reductio_ i_ the wall _hick_ess of *he radiator tubing. To avoid having
to protect the oreheat system for lo_g term meteoroid protection, the concept would
employ a deliberate puncturing of the Dowtherm loop so that the radiator would -or
be i_flue_ced i_ its thermal operatio_ should a puncture occur. The radiator
desig_ w_uld be corrected for the effect of *.he b_mper o_ the radiating area.
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tA further cycle _mproveme_t can result fram the k_owledge of the demands of the
useful load requirements of +he system. If the loads and time duratic_ are k_ow_,
a s-jstem cam be designed to operate around the _omi_al load rather than %he peak
load.
To accomplish this pOwer variation, a modulating flow control valve is i_corporated
into the boiler irlet line. _is valve is modulated_io control parasitic load
power to a safe minimum regardless of variations in useful load demand.
The e-ergv co_served as shown in Figure 52, results in a direct reduction of
LiH heat storage material and a straightforward reductio_ in collector size.
The modulating velve is not sensitive to corrosion products since the signal
received is proportional to actual system surplus power output. Therefor% should
deposits form on the orifice and reduce flow, the resultant power reduction is
sensed and the correcting error signal repositions the valve.
Other reductions of collector size can be realized bF decreasing the reradiation
losses from the cavity receiver. An aperture closure device can be utilized which
senses the incident fluux. When this flux is cut off, as while in the earth's
shadow, the door would close over +he aperture ard reduce the reradiation loss.
This results in a 5-8% reduction of collector area.
The same element could be utilized as the temperature controller for the boiler
heat storage unit.
A-other improvement which c_ald be utilized, which again results in reduced
collector area, is a more accurate attitude control _%ystem. The following curve, Fla, 52J
shows the effect of attitude control on collector performance and the resultant
gains in efficiency. Since some attitude control system is required to orient the
system to the current + 3/h o accuracy, the penalty to orient to the tighter toler-
a-ce is limited to increased propella_t. Since a useful propellant capacity of
20 Ibs. suffices to orient a typical 3000 Ibs. vehicle to + 3/5 ° for a year, the
increased propellant requirements of a + 3/8 ° orientation _or insta-ce would be
the quite minimal value of 20 additional pounds.
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SYSTEM EXAM?LES
Shown on Figures 53 and 54 are system configurations of a 3.0 KW SPUD and a
7.0 KW Sunflower system. These systems have been conceived b;_sed upon the
component and system performances discussed above. Figure 55 illustrates the
versatility of packaging of the present 3.0 KW Sunflower system for a specific
transfer mission for a low altitude orbit to the 24 hour circular orbit.
3 •O KW Exte nde d S ?LD
The system is couvenietly packaged in a 5 ft. diameter space envelope of 14.5
ft. overall length. The system is designed for O-g operation and capable of
operating in a unidirectional l-g environment for prelaunch checkout and or-
bital accelerations. The basic criteria for design are as follows,
. Hi_her power is orovided by a higher capacity and _rformance
electro-magnetic alternator in the standard speed package.
. The system incorporates a flow modulating valve at the boiler
inlet and low _aras_tic capacity of IO0 watts.
3. Component turbine efficiency of 57 percent.
7.0 KW Sunflower
The system is packaged in the current Sunflower space envelope, 9.6 ft.
diameter cylinder, 8 ft. long, topped by a right circular cone of 15 ° half
angle. The system design provides for operation in a unidirectional l-g environ-
ment, with orientation of the force parallel to the longitudinal axis in the aft
direction. The basic system design assumptions are as follows:
I. 7.0 KW of electrical power is provided by a higher capacity and
performance permanent magnet alternator in the standard Sunflower
package.
.
Boiler flow modulation to supplement a _arasitic power capacity
of 300 watts.
3. Component turbine efficiency of 70 percent.
4. Alternator effSciency of 90%.
3.0 KW Sunflower Orbit Transfer Vehicle
The system design layout illustrates the packaging flexibility of the present
Sunflower system to meet a specific mission requirement. Shown is a system
configuration for a transfer mission to the 24 hour circular orbit. The design
provides for a mission travel time of a_)proxim_tely 120 days and useful payload
of _00 Ibs. Hydrogen fuel require_nt for the low thrust transfer engine is
600 Ibs.
8_
In conjunction with the presentation of system layouts, system weight estimates
have been prepared. These are shown in tabular form on Figure 56 a_d include
estizates of a 1.5 KW SPUD unit and 15.0 KW Sunflower units. Given also are
some of the significant parameters, along with assum otions on co.'nponentefficiency.
The 1.5 KW SP[D system design is based upon extention of the present SPUD per-
formance, generally through higher perfor,nance and capacity of the perma_nt
magnet alternator. This is orovided within the dimensional limitations of the
SPL_] package. System parameter l_mitations have been confined to increase in
turbine inlet Dressage and temoerature to 350 psla and 1250°F resoectively.
Lower cycle _essure and temperature, 2.5 psia at 522°F, are consistent with
the present SP_ system and _omponent requirements.
A straight extrapolation of the sane cycle and nerformauce criteria as used in
the above systems y_elds a weight estinate at the 15 KW level of ]301 ibs. F
Figure %7 shows a layout of the turbo-alternator for this system. As shown, this
unit is the same as the current Sunflower unit exceot that the girth has been in-
creased in the alternator area to employ the TRW brushless alternator vehicle we
described in a preceding section.
At this higher power, it was also of interest to conduct a preliminary design of
an _n_proved system. The bases for cycle and component operating assumptions has
been discussed in the preceding section. The _aJor assumptions are repeated as
follows I
I) Turbine exhaust pressure, 2.5 psia - sual Jet pump
2) Four stage turbine, interstage reheat, l(T - 75%
3) Alternator efficiency - 93%
4) Altitude orientation - _3/8 °
The results of this i_restigation are also tabulated _n Figure 9o. The weight
of this system is estimated at lll6 lb_. Weight of the start-up auxiliaries is
based upon use of circulation of a 9h3 secondary fluid as discussed above for
condenser preheat.
The primary consideration in _oing to lower exhaust pressure is available head
to the condensate pump. Through use of dual Jet boost _umps in series, condensing
pressures of this magnitude beco_ practicable and offer the advantage of h_gher
thermal efficiency.
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C_,tE_T _ETXABILITY ASSESS_NT
Successful operat _on of the Sunflower conversion unit for 1,5OO hours,
fol!ow/n_ the successful 2,5CO-hour endurance run of the SPUD conversion
unit, nrov!des an _mportant demonstration of the caoabil!ty of the V_rcury
Ranklne solar newer system for reliable, long endurance operation. The
Sunflower unit endurance run is, in fact, continuing with no indication of
performance deterioration and the SPUq) unit was shut down by plan, with
subsequent inspection showing the unit to be in good mechanical condition.
These endurance demonstration runs, therefore, provide a very positive demon-
stration of capability for operation for one year, or longer.
Proof of reliability for this type of long endurance power system is difficult
to obtain, however, by test alone. For example, successful operation of
twenty-five (25) such po_r plants for one year, without a failure, would
only statistically "prove" a 91% reliability, at a 90% confidence level.
Obviously, time and expense require that additional techniques be used to
predict operational reliability for this type of system.
The following discussion therefore presents several types of information
which provides a basis for confidence that the Sunflower solar cower system
has the capability for achieving 95% reliability of operation for one year,
as is required to Justify initiating full scale development of this power
system. These types of information are:
I) Summary of design features which have been included to attain
reliability.
2) Assessment of reliability of the system# using recognized com-
ponent reliability evaluations.
3) Discussion of techniques to be used in the development program
to realize this reliability potential.
Attainment of reliable, long endurance operation was a r.mlor consideration in
the Sunflower design and in the S_IAP I, SP[_, and S_'&P 2 des] "ns, _rom which
the Sunflower concept grew. The Sunflower concept of power generation, there-
fore, already includes conservative design principles proven by extensive ex-
perle nce.
The first factor included in this background experience feature is that these
Rankine cycle power plant designs have been based upon co,_mercial steam and
mercury power plants which have shown extensive capability for operating con-
tinuously for two or three years without shutdown. Forced shutdowns in com-
mercia/ power plants occur only rarely during the life of the unit and the
major cause of these shutdowns result from problems associated with the com-
bustion side of the boiler and due to the fossil type fuels used. Recent
studies of commercial cower plant operation data (as described in Reference l)
show that, when the problems associated with fuel burning are eliminated, the
turbo generator systems experience a forced shutdown only once every 2.9 years.
Direct reliability comparison of the Sunflower power conversion system with that
of co,m_rcial refrigeration systems can also be made. Household refrigerators,
for example, have sealed units guaranteed for five (5) years even though the
units are continually started and stooped and have little or no cleaning of
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built-up dirt deposits. In comparison, the Sunflower sys_n is operated con-
tinuously at constant soeed w_th l_ttle or no degradation due to accumulation
of deposits on the condenser. In comparison to the household refrigerator,
the goal of the Sunflower system is for 95% reliability for one year's operation.
The Sunflower and S_P designs include further features to provide reliable,
long endurance operation, in excess of that provided by commercial power
plants. Briefly, these features may be s_mmarised as follows:
I. Operates at conservative temperature and material stress limits.
2. Hermetically sealed.
3. No rubbing seals or brushes.
2. Working fluid is also the lubricant.
5. Journal bearings.
6. Low turbine tip speed.
7. "Jtilizes a single combined rotating unit.
It may be seen that these major design features ha-_e eliminated many compon-
ents which would tend to wear out _n service. The life"of the power plant,
therefore, deoends upon such basic things as material compatibility with mercury,
diffusion of lithium hydride, and erosion of turbine blades and bearings. These
factors have been separately discussed and it has been shown that capabilities
for component l_ves substantially in excess of one year are indicated by the
numerous component tests and the system endurance tests which have been run.
To obtain reliable system operation, it is also necessary to eliminate the early
life failure, due to an inherent flaw in the fabrication of a particular unit.
This type_ of fa _lure must be avoided by extreme care in fabrication and imepect-
ion, and by extensive acceptance check-out of each power plant which will be
placed _r_to operational use.
It remains to show that the properly inspected components, each having inherent
capability of operating for the required time w_hout "wearil_ out" will not
have a high probability of failtu'e due to random, undetectable causes. An assess-
cent of system reliability, based upon random failure rate data, obtained from
recognized sources, is therefore presented in the following paragraphs:
Two independent assessments of reliability are represented by the tabulations
of Figure 5_ • In the second column, no consideration has been given the system
elements except the assignmmnt of a judgment number of relative complexity. This
number is selected from a range from I to 450 in increasing complexity and is
based pr_,mrily on an estimate of the difficulty of the function oerformed w as
well as consideration of the design to be employed in this particular concept.
Column 3 is then calculated from the assignments of complexity of column 2 by
indicating a failure rate proportional to complexity, based on a 95% probability
of one year's successful operation.
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The tabulations of column 4, on the other hand are failure rates predicted
from failure experience data of ele_mnts similar to those of the Sum_lower
system. These rates are from the AVCO Corporation (2) and are for Aerospace
components. A comparison between Column 3 and Column h shows that for the
most part the fa.ltu-e rates and assumed com olex_ty failure rates are in
approximate agree_nt. In the case of the alternator and bearings, however,
prior engineering knowledge rates the complexity f_ilure rates higher than
Justified for a mature well-developed system. With proper develor_aent, the
alternator and bearings should be the most reliable components of the system.
As previously mentioned, the problem in these areas are related to the de-
velopment of suitable materials.
The predicted system failure rate and resulting 91.8% rel_abil_ty ir_ Column 4,
although not as low as that required for 95% probability of success, is well
within deve!op_ent capabilities. Since the system is essentially a m_chanlcal
design, we would expe2t that random failures may be virtually el_mlnated as a
cause of system failure. The conservative design practices will insure that the
wear-out limit is well beyond the system capabilities, and _refllght checking
and running will insure that early failure potential will be eliminated.
The small margin of difference between the gred_cted Ol.8% and the desired 95%
reliab_llty growth potential. For example, using a conservative 86% learning
curve (i.e., l_ reduction in the unreliabil_ty each time the orogram effort
is doubled), the difference could be realized in 12 months.
Examples of reliability growth during four (4) typical development programs
similar to the Sunflower are shown in Figure59 . A sample percentage of runs
free of unit-caused-stops is used as an index of program progress. This index
changes during the course of the program due to t he change in emphasis during
the testing. On most programs, the initial reliability growth is small due to
the dynamics of _ietting the system _n operation. We would, therefore, expect
early failures followed by a period of rapid growth as the design problems are
resolved. Finally, we would expect that the system would gradually approach the
reliability objective.
In the case of the Sunflower system, prior engineering knowledge from the SNAP
a_d SPb_D programs would naturally tend to p_t the Sunflower system on the rapid
growth portion of the curve. This assumption is borne out by the current en-
durance run of 1,5OO hours.
As an illustration of the Sunflower system design, we can compare it to the
B omarc APV.
Turbine Tip Speed Max. Turbine Temp.
R rt./Sec, or
Bomarc 60, OOO 14CO 13OO
Sunflower 40,000 390 850
By comparison to the Bomarc turbine, the conservative Sunflower turbine design
indicates that the tabulated failure rate for the turbine, in Column 4 of Figure
5_ , _S high and could be reduced since the stress temperature relatlonship is
low as compared to the proven Bomarc design.
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Also, with respect to the condenser, the major failure mode is in the welds.
A concerted quality c_ntrol and inspection program, including 1OO% dimensional
checks, helium leak detection, x-ray and dye penetrant, and _Wof pressure test-
ing, will virtually eliminate weld failure as a contributing cause of system
failure. We could, therefore, also expect that the estimated condenser failure
rate of Column 4 could be greatly reduced.
Since the turbine and condenser estimated failure rates comprise approximately
one-half the total system failure rate, reduction in these two components would
greatly reduce the system unreliability.
In a fuel development program, the inherent high reliability of the Sunflower
system will be kept at its maximum by comprehensive design reviews, quality
assurance, and a detailed feedback of test data, inspection data and materials
data. This will insure that, the design is satisfactory for the intended mission,
the design w_ll not be degraded during manufacture, and feedback of information
will minimize any potential trouble areas.
Elimination of random failures resulting from partial tolerance build-up, unde-
tected material weaknesses, hidden defective workmanship, and other similar
factors can be _nsured through the application of proper quality control tech-
niques. With normal mechanical wear-out, the equipment llfe can be more accurately
predicted than if the failure is of a random nature. Designing the comoonsnts
with wear-out well beyond the life requirements will provide adequate wear-out
safety margin.
In conclusion, this analysis indicates that all Sunflower system components are,
inherently, sufficiently reliable for the required mission. The Sunflower system
reliability objective of 95% can be met by (I) utilizing conservative design
techniques, (2) through design reviews, (31 adequate quality control and inspection,
(4) feedback and analysis of all pertinent data, (5) comprehensive development,
endurance, environmental and acceptance testing, (6) sufficient system break-in
run to eliminate early failures.
Through the use of the basically reliable components in the design and by using
the proven reliability techniques in conjunction with a wall-planned development
program, the 95% reliability for a one year life o_mJective will be achieved in a
very reasonable time.
Re fere nce
#I
#2
Edison Electric Institute, Turbine and Boiler Availability Report for the
Period 1955 through 1958, New York.
Reliability E_gi_eeri_g Da_a Series - Failure Rates, April 1962, Avco Corp.,
Research & Advanced Development Division, D. R. Earles and M. F. Eddirgs.
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ADVANCED SYSTEMS
In order to provide a basis for exceeding the performance of solar mercury
Rankine cycle soace power systems, TRW began an extensive analytical and
experimenta_ _nvestigation of other system possibilities approximately 18
months a_o. Under this program some interesting conclusions were reached.
These are as follows:
I)
2)
Cycle thermal directly effects the weight and size of solar systems.
S_uce installation volume and weight are major limits in space power
systems, it is of major importance to reduce size as well as weight.
Cycle efficiency improvement, obviously, requires operatin_ the
cycle over wide temperature ranges.
3) Since the solar energy receiver reradiates energy in proportion to
the fourth power of the upper cycle temperature (and since light
weight, precision collectors are diffic-glt to fabricate and store)
it is more advantageous to reduce the bottom cycle temperature than
it is to increase the upper cycle temperature.
To avoid difficult material technology problems and, also, to
utilize the unique high heat storage capability of lithium hydride,
it is desirable to avoid top cycle temperatures of over 1250°F.
5) For reliability, endurance capability, and light weight, the con-
version machinery must be a high speed turboalternator.
On the basis of these conslusions, establishment of the concept of a solar
space power system using the binary Rankine cycle, with mercury as the upper
cycle working fluid, follows as a natural result. To avoid the disadvantage
of an excessive radiator weight due to low heat rejection temperature, a
concept of utilizing the backside of the solar collector as a radiator also
was established. In its simplest form, this system concept is shown in
Figure 60. In this system, the rejected heat from a normal SUNFLOWER type
mercury Rankine system is utilized to vaporize a second, low temperature,
Rankine cycle workir_ fluid. This vapor drives a second turboalternator and
is then condensed in a compact condenser. Circulating fluid carries the waste
heat to tubes attached to the back surface of the solar collector. The
collector is constructed of aluminum sheet and acts as a finned tube radiator,
rejecting heat from both its front and its back surfaces.
Performin_ a thermal balance on this cycle results in the conclusion that,
with the solar collector, reJectin_ heat directly absorbed from the sunlight,
heat reflected and emitted from the earth, and waste heat from the cycle, the
equilibrium temperature is about 150°F, when the upper cycle temperature is
established at 1250°F. Since the system continues to operate, while in the
earth's shadow, usin_ heat stored in lithium hydride, the cycle waste heat
rejection will maintain the collector temperature at approximately 130°F
during this period, and will actually assist in reducing the collector thermal
cyclin_ and distortion.
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Operating between the temperature limits of 1250°F and 150°F, the binary Rankine
cycle can achieve thermal conversion efficiencies in excess of 30% using many
different low temperature cycle workin_ fluids. Extensive analysis has shown
that this system is superior to high temperature solar power systems, incorpor-
ating alkali metals as the working fluid, on both a size and a weight basis.
The low temperature systems are also considered to be much more reliable, since
they do not require high temperature technology advances and since they can be
based upon the proven concepts of the SNAP, the SPUD and the SUNFLCWER programs.
It is therefore appropriate to consider the properties desired for the low temper-
ature cycle working fluid. Obviously, for this fluid we desire capability for
operatin_ between the mercury condenser temperature, of approximately _30°F, and
the heat rejection temperature of 150°F. We desire that the fluid be thermally
stable for lon_ durations in this temperature range, that it have suitable vapor
pressure and suitable thermodynamic characteristics, for achievement of efficient
turbine operation. Due to extensive stationary power plant experience with water,
it would be expected that water would be chosen as the ideal fluid to fit these
requirements. Detailed analysis of the water-steam cycle for these conditions,
however, reveals that water is not well suited. The excessively high pressures,
high velocities, and small flow volumes associated with the steam turbine pro-
duces the result that this component would _ave a low efficiency in the power
range below 50 kilowatts and is, furthermore, difficult to integrate with a
mercury turbine. Many other low temperature working fluids have, therefore,
been considered. A working fluid havin_ a very desirable q_mbination of quali-
ties is orthoxylene. The vapor pressure curve and the MoLlier diagram for this
substance are shown in Figures 61 and 62. It will be noted from the inclination
of the saturated vapor line of the Mollier diagram, that this working fluid has
the advantage of superheating slightly in an isentropic expansion. This charac-
teristic provides dry turbine operation and also allows regeneratively preheating
the boiler inlet flow. These factors produce very attractive efficiencies for
a Rankine cycle using this fluid.
In view of the attraction of this cycle, an experimental program was initiated
by TEW, and _s been subsequently supported by the Air Force, to show the
feasibility of the integrated collector radiator and the hydrocarbon type
working_ fluids. Under these programs, fabrication feasibility of the inte-
grated collector radiator has been demonstrated as shown in Figure 63. This
figure shows a stretch-formed aluminum collector with tubing attached for
circulation of the heat rejecting fluid. Present indications are that collectors
having very good optical precision can be fabricated at a total weight of less
than .25 lbs. per square foot. A large number of low temperature cycle working
fluids have also been tested in capsules, as shown in Figure 6h, at temperatures
of up to 70OeF and for periods of one month. These test conditions simulate
operation for one year at 6OOeF and have shown excellent thermal stability for
several different fluids. For example, Figure 65 shows the appearance of the
capsules containin_ orthoxylene. Orthoxylene was exposed to stainless steel,
carbon steel and aluminum and did not appreciably decompose or cause corrosion
on any of these metals. For comparison, decomposition capsule results for other
commonly accepted high temperature hydrocarbon fluids is shown in Figure 66.
As previously stated, the simplest techniques for operating such a binary
Rankine cycle w_ald be to utilize two separate turboalternators, each one
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being similar to the present St_FLC%_ or SPUD units. A system schematic of
such a power system is shown in Figure 67. This system is designed to deliver
6 kilowatts, using two 3 kilowatt SPUD units as previously described. This
s_#stem can achieve 28.2% overall thermal conversion efficiency. The turbine
pitch speed and volumetric flow rate for orthoxylene are so closely similar
to mercury vapor that nearly the same turboalternator, operating at the same
speed, can be used for both units. Using components designed on the same
basis as the mercury units previously described, it is estimated that the total
weight of this 6 kilowatt solar power system would be only h62 pounds, or a
specific weight of 77 pounds per kilowatt. It is also significant to note that
the deployed collector diameter for this 6 kilowatt system designed for opera-
tion in a 90 minute orbit, with 36 minute shade time operatin_ capability,
would only be 21.h ft. The orthoxylene working fluid, being quite similar to
kerosene in its characteristics, is expected to be a good lubricant. Ortho-
xylene vapor also provides a good non-corrosive low temperature environment
for a reliable alternator operation period. The performance improvements
previously noted are, therefore, expected to be readily attainable with an
overall system reliability comparable to the single fluid systems. By suitable
use of auxiliary pumps, it is also possible that each turboalternator may be
made to operate independently of the other unit. Such an arrangement may,
therefore, provide improved reliability for part power operation.
A further ve_ r interestin_ conversion unit design which is bein_ analized and
investigated is shown in Figure 68. In this unit the mercury turbine is canti-
levered on the shaft of the hydrocarbon unit, with the two fluids separated by
a shaft seal. The good lubricity and compatibility characteristics of the
hydrocarbon can thereby be utilized and the system complexity can be reduced.
The shaft seal required could potentially be merely a centrifugal shaft seal
and separator, as has been previously tested at T.WW and proven capable of
sealin2 merc_a'y. Component testin_ of this centrifugal shaft seal, and also
of other seals, based upon rubbing_ contact and capillarity sealing principlesp
are being tested under the present Air Force sponsored program.
A schematic of a 15 kilowatt, single shaft, binary power conversion system is
shown in Figure 69. In the 15 kilowatt size, this system is estimated to
achieve a thermal conversion efficiency of 33-_%, at a total system weight of
approximately 760 pounds, or 51 pounds per kilowatt. Furthermore, such a 15
kilowatt power system, designed for the 90/36 minute orbit-shade time require-
ment, would have a collector diameter of only approximately 31 ft.
Similar binary Rankine power systems are applicable to larger power require-
ments. System specific weight may be expected to further decrease as the power
is increased to the 30 to 50 kilowatt range. Since the system uses separate
pumps to circulate coolant to the radiator, it is particularly well s_ited to
the use of multiple (or redundant) coollng circuits to prevent the meteoroid
shielding weight from becomin_ excessive in the larger sizes.
The foregoing discussion has provided a very brief summary of the performance
potential of a_vanced solar power systems, based upon binary Rankine system
technoloKy. It is believed that such systems are capable of providin_ an
unexcelled performance and reliability which, for example, could be utilized
by manned space stations in the 30-50 kilowatt electrical power range. It is
considered extremely important that the NASA should include plans for developing
the comoonents needed to realize this potential as an important part of an
extended SUNFLOWEP program.
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C .F_PE'T['f'TVE COMPAkISq_Ts
Electronic Power Co_vers[o_ and Control
_ne purpose of _his discussio _ is _o estaolish the followi_g points:
I. I- co-sideri-_ power systems for space applicatlo_, att e-tlo_ must be
gdve_ _ot o-ly to the power source but also to the ulectrical load
requirements before a_y comparative anal ysls cam be made of either system
weight or efficiency.
2. No matter what the. power source is, typical load requirements i_dicate
the _eed for power co_versio_ devices betwee_the power source a_d the load.
A comoarat_ve advantage ex_,sts from both the sta-dpoi-t of weiFht a_d
efficiency of power co_versio_ devices with AC i_puts over +hose with
DC _put s.
In order to dir_cuss the above points, it is necessary to define a typical load
requirement for a space po_er applica+io_. The usual requirements for these appli-
cations cad be summarized as follows:
l. Low voltage DC for a _ariety of transistorized subcircaits performing
such fa_ctio_s as: control, gaids_ce c_mputatic_, a_d sig_a] conditioning
for telemetry, purposes.
2. High voltage DC for sach load requirements as telemetry transmitters a_d
io_ engine power.
Single phase or three phase AC, bOO cycles, to power such Loads as gyros,
mJscella_eous motor actuators and source requirements from which hlg.her
DC voltaFes ca_ be derived.
h. A combi_ati.o_ of +he above Ir,ad requireme_fs.
Next, tkm basic types of power sources which are. available must be exami-ed. These
sources cs_ be placed i_ either of two cateFories. The firs_ source provides DC
power fro_ s_ch u_its as solar cells, thermio-lc or *her_,_electric devices, a_d
batteries. The second category, is AC power ge-erated by ro%atir< equi!_ne.t. I_
___corporati_ p_er sources from e__ther cate_ory,a_ Important point is this: To
meet the typical load requ{remerts Just described, it is mandatory that co_verslo.
devices be placed betwee.1 fhe power source a_d the load.
Conversi-,. devices are of the fol!owlr[- basic t}qoes:
I. The i-verier which converts DC to a_y required AC output.
2. The freque-cy cna_ger which accepfs AC ieput power and provides as a_
output a lower frequer, cy AC oatput.
3. A DC to DC converter which accepts a DC irput a_d converts it to either
a lower or a hi_her DC o_tput.
!h. A rectifier which accepts a_ AC irput and provides a DC output.
_f c_urse, all of these devices must be tailored to meet the specific parameters
of load requirements such as frequency stability, har_o_ic conteDt, regulation,
overload protection, etc.
The operation a-d comparison of sub._ystems i-volved in c_verters which produce AC
outputs ca_ be explaloed with r-fere-ce to Figure 70 • In the case of a DC i.put,
an i-verter is required. The Kefere_ce and Firi-_ Co-trcl potties cC this unit
provide the time base a-d control of the Pc_'er Switches which alternately y_itch
the DC power input thr_uFh am Output Transformer to prov[de a. alter_ati.g voltage
output of the required freque.cy. A filter is used to minimize harmo.ic co_te.t
in the f_-al AC o_tput. I. the case of an AC i_put, _ frequency cha_ger is
employed t.o derive a_ AC ou+.put at the pro_r freque_y. Here a comparatively
high AC i-put frequency is co_vez'ted to a lower AC outpat freque-cy. A minimum
ratio of i_put freque-cy to output frequency for +his device is about h to I. As
i- the inver*er, the Refere.ce a_d Firimg Control subs%-mtems provide the. gating
c_%rol for the power ._w_tches. I- the freque-cy cha_ger, the fu-c+_o_ of these
p_'er switches is the g_ti-g of the high irput freque-cy at appropriate ti_es so
that portio-s of the i.put power waver.fro are c_bi_ed to produce fhe required out-
put wavefor_. Filtering agai_ is used to mi-imize output harmonics.
mhree important differences exist betwee- the inverter a_d _he frequency cha_ger
ci rcuitry.
I.
In the c_se of the freuue_cy cha_Fer: _at.ural commutatlo_ of the power
,_wltches is achieved because of t_ Au rather than DC i_t. 1_e result
is a considerable reduction i_ circuitry s_d complexity in the freqae_y
cha_ger as compared to the inverter.
P. The output transformer required in the inverter to obtain the proper
output voltaF.e has completely eliminated the frequency changer.
o Since in the frequency changer the output of its power switch stage
more closely approximates the desired waveform of the AC output, a
lesser filtering_ requirement exists in the case of the frequency changer.
T_ above differences re._ult i_ both a higher efficiency a_d a lower weight for the
fr_que_cy cha_ger as compared to the invert.er.
A comp._rls,-_ of DC producing converters ca_ be see_ by reference to Figure 71 . In
the DC to DC co_verter, the Osc_ llator and Firing control operating i_ co_ju_ctlon
with _he power switches invert the DC i_put to a square wave AC output which is
sub_.qce_tly transformed irto a_ appropr!_tely higher AC square wave o_tput,
rectified a_d filtered to produce the final DC output.
With a_ AC i, put, o_ly a simple rectifier and filter are required to produce the
f[_l DC output. It is obv_ous t_mt c_siderable c_rcuitry and a transforming _s
el_,_i_ted utilizing AC Dower which is reflected in i_creased eff_c_.e_cy and weight
reductlo_. The dlscussio- of the basic types of converters a-d their associated
subclrcui*ry gives a qualitative feel for weight a-d eff_c!e_cy comparlso_s. To
give a more qua_tita+ive type of comparison, it is -ecessary to choose a more
i15
specific DC or AC source. Such a compariso- has bee_ made based on the following:
AC Source - Solar Cells
Output voltage - 40 + 12 v DC
Storage battery - 28-v DC + 1.4 - 0
AC Source - Alternator
Output voltage - 120 v, 2000 c.p.s., 3 phase
These sources were used to provide output power through appropriate converters for
either a 28 v + 5% DC load of 3OOC watts or an AC load at Ii0 v + 5%, bOO c.o.s.
+ I%, 3 phase _t 30(%0 watts.
The results of the weight efficiency comparison are tabulated in Figure 72 , both
for the case of AC output and the DC output. A similar comparison is made for a
combined load requirement, that is, the L_wis ian engine. In this case, the DC
input, efficiency and pounds per kilowatt figure are those for actual hardware
which has been developed at TEW. This device accepts a 56 v DC input and provides
low and high voltage DC and AC outputs
I, summary, power converters are required regardless of the prime input power
source, both the basic technologies and existing hardware are available for all of
these converters whether their inputs be AC or DC. Very distinct advantages from"
the standpoint of weight and efficiency, however, accompa-y those converters which
have an AC input.
ll6
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_s_m Comparisons
To evaluate the adva-tages of the solar dynamic system for space applications
it is _ecessary to make a comparison with competitive power systems. The systems
of primary i_terest fall into the static co_versio_ category, a_d include the
followirg:
I. Solar Cells
II. Thermio-ic Generators
III. Fuel Cells.
The followi_g pages i_ciude examples of these systems for a specific missio- a-d
power req_reme-t. The co-dltic_s are:
I. 300 nautical mile orbit (ecl_ptic)
2. Co_ti-uous 3 KW oower of
o
a) 28v Z 5_ D.C., or
b) no v + 5_; B_; boo cycle
I _ar life.
A complete set of calculations is included for the solar cell system while the
thermio_ic a_d fuel cell systems are presented i- a schematic and graphical form
re spec rive ly.
Followi_g the calculatio-s is a list of several recent technical papers. These
documents, plus conversations with recogni_ed experts in the field, are the basis
for the system synthesis presented.
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le Solar Cells
3 KW Photovoltaic Power System*
Desigm Parameters
Ae Solar Cells
I. Efficiency (_S/CI) ; uncorrected
2. Degradation factors
a) adhesives, wiring, .006" cover glass
12% (2) Solar Space
Spectrum @ 28°C
b) temperature =
.5%/°C above standard @ 70°C
c) radiation degradation after i year
d) stacking factor, concentrator
e) manufacturing error
3. a) co-ce-tratinn ratio
•".incident flux
b) eff_cie-cy increase at higher solar intensity
4. Specific weight, structure
5. Specific weight, solar cell
6o M_sc. hardware, ante_-a, brackets, deployment
2_(3)
255(3)
10%(4)
5_(1)
2.0(_5)
Watts
2_
5_(l)
.35(l) ibs/ft 2
.6 (1) lbs/ft 2
.2 (6) Ibs/ft 2
B. Batteries
I. Capacity
2. Discharge depth
3. Charging efficiency (_ch)
C. P_er Co_dltio-ing Equipment**
20(7) Watt-Hrs/Do
255(7)
80%(_)
I
I
I
I
I. DC-DC converter - 28v + 5% output
a) efficiency (Y/vr) 80%
b) weight 36 Ibs
* A Boein_ Company c_centrating panel concept has been used for this
comparison since this yields the most c_petitive results.
** See Preceding Section of this report.
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2. Inverter - II0v + 5%; 3_; 400 cycle output
a)offici_cy(_I)
b) weight
3. Batter_,.charger
a) efftc_e-cy (_B/C)
b) weight
80_
81 Ibs
_o_
30 Ibs
Calcu latio,_ s :
For a 3 KW 28v + 5% DC useful power outmAt system, the primary co_version
device must ge-erate enough power to account for the inefficiency losses of
the -ecessary accessory, equi;_ne_t. The powerout of the solar pa-el is:
1 1
PS/C = _6seful x i (1 + TShade x- x -- )
)_VR TSu" VCH _BC
1 (I + 36 rain 1 _80
- 3.0 x .80 60 rainx .-8-_x )
- 3.75 (i + .938)
" 3.75 + 3.52
Ps/c " 7.27 Kw
S_lar cell efficlency must be degraded by the applicable factors (Par. A-2) to
establ_sh the corrected space efficle_cy.
Ps/c" QS/Clx 87 x .79x 75
- 12.o x .515
_s,/c " 6.18%
Applvi_ i_crease in efficiency due to higher intensity (Par. 3-b)
_s/c " _.18 x l.O5 - 6.5%
Therefore, the power density of the solar cells is,
" solar constant x concentration ratio x _S/C
- 130 Watt/Ft 2 x 2.0 x <.5%
= IC;.0 Watt/Ft 2
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Therefore since the solar cells require only 50% of the total concentrator
array(1_51, the required array ares
a& I
- Fs/c
US/%AsJc x .5o
7.27 KW x IOOO Watts/KW
t
16.9 Watts/Ft 2 x .50
= 880 Ft 2
Applvi-g the 5% manufacturing error penalty and the 10% stackdng factor
A&I
- 1028 Ft 2
.o5 x .9
and since approximately 50% of the array is covered with solar cells,
array weight is
W a " Aa, x .50 x Sp. Wt. of S/C + Aa, x (Sp. Wt. of Struct. + Misc. Hdwe.)
- 1028 Ft 2 x .50 x .6 lb + 1028 Ft 2 x (.35 Lb + .2 Lb/Ft 2)
Ttt2
= 308 Cbs ÷ 565 _s
W = 873 Lbs
a
The batte D . weight is calculated as follows
WBatter_ "
P x TShad e x I/ VR
Capacity x Disch. Depth
_.O KW x .6 Hr x lOOO Watts/KW x I/O.80
20.0 Watt-Hrs x .25
wb - 450 _
Therefore, total _-stem weight will be:
WSyst" - WArray + WBatterie s + WAccessorie s -
S_ce for the 28v + 5% DC System
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WAccess"= WBatt.Ch. + WCo,verter
= 30.0 + 36.0
- 66.0 Lbs
WSyst" - 873 Lbs + 450 Lbs + 66.0
WS(DC ) = 1389 Lbs
Since the efficie_cies of the power conditioning equipment are the same for an
AC or DC system, the only weight difference will be in the accessory weight.
Therefore, a comparable IiO v _+ 5%, 3_, 400 cycle AC system would weigh
WSvstem - 873 + 450 + Wl,verter + WBatt" Chg.
= 1323 + 81 + 30
WS(AC) -
Schematics for both the AC and _ systems are show_ in Figures 73 and 74.
It is interesting to note that the area-to-power ratio for full sun operatio_ is
Aa, - 1028 = 141 Ft 2
PS/C 7.27 KW
and the weight-to-oower ratio is
__873U s/Kw- 12o
PS/C 7.27
These _m_ers compare with the values prese-te_ by R. J. Tallent of the Boeing
Company( 1) of area-to-power ratio, APR = 83 Ft_/_ and
weight-to-power ratio, WPR - 54 Lbs/_
for continuous sun operation.
The discrepancy in these numbers is due to the assumed solar cell efficiency at
the mission orbit environment.
A telephg_e conversation with Mr. Tallent of the Boeing Company on 7/20/62 revealed
the basis for his numbers. He has assumed the availability of 12½% efficient
solar cells (space efficiency, l.e. 28°C and 140 mw/cm 2) and a conservative
degradatic_ factor of only 12%. This factor is a re_it of a more optimistic
effect of elevated cell temperature and complete disregard for radiation damage.
If Bneing's APR is corrected to include the degradation effects assumed in the
above ca Iculatio_ s,
APK' = 83 Ft2/KW x .88
- 135 Ft2/KW
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Likewise, if the WPRis corrected
wPR, = 54 L_s/KW x .88
•515 x 1.O5
= 88 _s/_
It is now see- that the APR value compares favorably with that obtained in the
above calculations, but there is still a difference in the WPR. This is due to
the lower array density assumed by Boeing.
_) .wPR. 5h LBs/KW
APR 83 F_2/K W
- .65 Lbs/_t 2
Compared to LJ . .85 Lbs/Ft 2 assumed in the above analyses. Correcting for
/ a
this ratio
w_R, - 88 Lbs/KWx .85 - n5 Lbs.
Which again compares favorably with the above analyses.
If the possibility that the density of the array can be reduced to a.65 Lbs/Ft 2
is accepted, the 3 KW DC system weight would be
WS/DC - Aa, x J)a + WBatt. + WAccessories
- 1028 Ft 2 x .65 Dos/Ft 2 + 450 DOs + 66 DOs
- 668 + 450 + 66
- I184 Dos
and the AC system weight would be
WS/AC - 668 + 450 + 30 + 81
- 1229 Lbs.
It should also be noted that perfect orientation of the panels has been assu_ed.
A misorie-tation error will -aturally increase the weight-to-power ratio. For
example, Reference No. 5 states that a reduction in output pc_er of 10% will result
if a misorie-tatio- of 8 ° occurs about a- axis parallel to the concentrator troughs.
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(i)
<3)
',7)
AIEE Conference Pope r ':o. 62-1213", "O_tlcal Electrical Design
C_s*derstto_s for C_ce_trating 2olar Cell ?_els", R. J. Tallert,
The Boei_F Com[0aoy, A_rospace Divls_o_, Seattle, _ashi_kyt_.
.4
"" z_ _'*(_'_ "R s!C_ Pard;meters for Phot_vcltaic
_I_ C',_fererc_ F_per _. ,9,:-_ _ , ._
Power C_rw_rei_ i_ %rice", !::. _. Pa", Hoffma,_ El_c+ro_ics Corp.,
E! r_o_te, Callforria.
_,_:_ ,_), oocra_ _cu:_r:ture _:as c._fl_.ned as typical of co_cen-
t.r_.+._.g ;,_,_el by J. ?. k!_e (&S_IF?-?), Static E_ergy C,_,-versio_
Scc ti _, ! qD, ::ADD.
e _ Oui,o_t, ..... •d:e of i_i_o_o!taic %_ste_s", . . ",=_t_ Harie%ta, Corp.,
_:_ver, b%lo_ado.
"_,.ooo. nltmi. _:_w_r for S_ace_ Venicl"s '', ALVred i]ammer,_ Jr., T_he
_o_JnC C_z_,,a_: ,', F_:_ttle, Wash., presented af the Seventh Reglonal
M_eti_g of *he Ii(E, Seattie, Wash., May 23-25, l°62.
B:_sed o_ conversations wbth Jet Prooulsic_ L_boratory persornel
re_-ardin_ desig_ p_ramet_rs for earth orbiting missions.
a.) A_I_.EC_fere_ce Paper No. 62-I_70, "Sealed Secondary Batteries:
:_4cke!-Cadmi:_m _d Silver-Cadmium for Space P_._er", R. C. Shair_
_Ito_ I_dustr_es, Inc., Metuche_, N. J., presented at the AIEE
_li_ter Ge_er_l _%et_, N_:w York_ _,r. y., Ja_unry 31, 1962.
'Sealed Alkaline Batteries
_.) AIEE Conference Paper No. 62-Ilh3", i
for _p:_ce Ap_!lcations", J. E. Cooper (ASi_I_P-2), USAF, Static
EnerF_J Conw_rsioH Sect_ on, ASD, JADD.
The seiect_ _ ._f th_s o_rsmeter was based cm :, reasonable extension
of the art of _:ilcer cadmiam batteries, since the c_/ long cycle
life _es_ that have beem successful thus far have bee_ on low
watt-hr per pou.d b;,tter/es at room _emperatdre. J. E. Coo_r has
ratified the _se of 20.C wstt-hrs oer pound as a reasonable design
parameter for this type of missi_o
C._f_rmed as a valid assam_ti_ .['or+hls mlsslc_ by J. E. Cooper,
(,_C,_P-2)_ JSAF, Static Evergy Co.versicm Section, ASD. WADD.
* These p_'pers were prese-ted at che AIEE Summer General Meeting, De.vet,
C_lorado, Ju_e 17-32, 1969o
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II. Thermio_ic Generators
Schematics s-d weight summaries for typical thermionic systems are presented
as Figures 75 and 76. The weight of 45 Lbs/KW for the then.ionic conversion portion
of the system is consistent with both the industry and THN research program
estimates.
The thermionic power conversion system is similar to the solar cell system in
that it requires the same type of energy storage for sun-shade missions. T_refore,
the desi_ criteria utilized in this weight estimate is the same as Section I.
The thermionic generator type system appears to enjoy a distinct weight advantage
over solar cells. However, there are several other factors which must be included
in a discussion of this type of system. Major developmental consideration mast
be directed to the material problems associated with the extreme temperature
c3_ling of the components and the exacting orientation requirements. To achieve
the stated specific power density of 45 Lbs/KW, the thermionic modules m_st be
oriented to a greater degree of accuracy than other solar power conversion devices
or additional weight penalties must be paid. A secondary consideration which is
not inconsequential is the precision manufacturing processes required to obtain
the high quality solar co-centrators which are employed in this type of system.
III. Fuel Cells
In some applications the fuel cell enjoys several advantages over competing power
conversio_ systems. The major desirable characteristics inhere-t in .4_is system
are the independence of sun-shade operation and solar orientation requirements.
However, these adva-tages quickly disappear as soon as mission durations exceed
more than a few days. This is primarily due to the fact that the specific fuel
consamption (SFC) of a fuel cell system is about 1.0 Lbs/KW Hr.
A fuel cell specific weight of 50-60 Lbs/KW and the above mentioned SFC are
supported by T_W research programs and those of other power system suppliers.
A curve of specific system weight vs. electrical power output is presented as
Figure 77.
A summary of solar dynamic Rankine system specific weights vs. power output at a
300 nautical mile orbit is shown in Figure 78 These curves are representative of
the systems discussed in earlier sections of this report. The specific weight has
been corrected to account for the weight penalty associated with appropriate power
conditionin_ equipment.
For comparison, the soecific weight for both the solar cell and thermionic systems
are show_. The specific weight of these systems remains essentially constant
throughout the ra-ge of power discussed.
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